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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
The Supreme Court has jurisdiction of this case under Utah Code Ann. § 78-2-2(3)(a) 
and § 78-2-2(5), which confers both jurisdiction and discretion on this Court to review the 
decision of the Court of Appeals. 
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 
Issue 1: Whether the Court of Appeals erred in requiring Traco to marshall the 
evidence in order to challenge the District Court's award of damages to Comtrol. 
Standard of Review: Rule 24(a)(9) of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure 
requires "[a] party challenging a fact finding [to] first marshal all record evidence that 
supports the challenged finding." United Park City Mines v. Stichting Mayflower Mountain 
Fonds,etal., 2006 UT 35, f 24,140 P.3d 1200 (2006); see also. State v. Clark, 2005 UT 75, 
Tf 17, 124 P.3d 235; Wilson Supply, Inc. v. Fradan Mfg. Corp., 2002 UT 94, % 21, 54 P.3d 
1177. To pass this threshold, parties protesting findings of fact must "marshall all the 
evidence in support of the finding and then demonstrate that the evidence is legally 
insufficient to support the finding even when viewing it in a light most favorable to the court 
below." Clark, 2005 UT 75, ^  17. 
To challenge a damage award on the basis that it is not supported by the evidence, a 
party must marshall. Valcarce v. Fitzgerald, 961 P.2d 305, 317 (Utah 1998); Bearden v. 
Wardlev Corp., 72 P.3d 144, 149 (Utah Ct. App. 2003). 
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Issue 2: Whether the Court of Appeals erred in affirming the District Court's method 
of ascertaining the measure of Comtrol's damages. 
Standard of Review: The amount of damages awarded by a trial court may only be 
reversed on appeal if clearly erroneous. See, Mahana v. Onyx Acceptance Corp., 96 P.3d 
893, 899 (Utah 2004); Aris Vision Inst.. Inc. v. Wasatch Prop. Mgmt., Inc., 121 P.3d 24 
(Utah Ct. App. 2005). Only when a challenge to a damage award goes to the correct rule for 
measuring damages does the standard for review switch - such questions of law are reviewed 
for correctness. Mahana, 96 P.3d at 899. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
This case involves a narrow review of the Court of Appeals' decision upholding the 
District Court's damage award to Appellee/Respondent Comtrol, Inc. ("Comtrol"), relating 
to the "actual costs" Comtrol incurred when appellant/petitioner Traco Steel Erectors, Inc. 
("Traco") abandoned two construction projects, one at Weber State University, and the other 
at Utah Valley State College. As a result of that abandonment, Comtrol, the general 
contractor, was forced to complete Traco's steel erection work itself under serious time 
constraints. 
Traco's challenge of the District Court's determination of Comtrol's actual costs is 
based on the factually incorrect assertion that the District Court erred by not using Comtrol's 
"actual costs" as the measure of damages. In particular, Traco contends that the labor costs 
awarded by the Trial Court were not in any way reflective of Comtrol's actual costs to 
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complete Traco's work. Instead, contends Traco, the District Court erred when it accepted 
Control's invitation to use a hourly labor rate contained in R.S. Means, an estimating 
publication, to calculate Comtrors labor costs. Howeverythe record reveals that the Trial 
Court declined Comtrol's invitation, rejected the labor rate contained in R.S. Means, 
considered the extensive evidence of Comtrol's actual costs presented at trial, and 
dramatically reduced Comtrol's requested damages. 
At trial, Comtrol presented evidence of the regular and overtime hours worked by each 
Comtrol employee, the average hourly rates Comtrol paid such employees, and Comtrol's 
burden (FICA, SUTA, FUTA, workers compensation, etc.)1 on those hourly rates. However, 
Comtrol did not present documentary evidence of certain hidden, but very real, costs that 
were part of Comtrol's total "actual costs" to complete Traco's work. These costs consisted 
of the cost of the use of Comtrol's welding and grinding tools (including the welding 
machine itself, welding rods, consumables for the oxyacetylene torch, grinding wheels), the 
use of Comtrol's vehicles by its employees, and gas and insurance for those vehicles. 
These costs were all part of the total actual costs, and caused real economic detriment 
to Comtrol, but did not result in the generation of invoices that could neatly be allocated to 
Comtrol's backcharges to Traco. Because of the difficulty encountered in capturing the 
value of these costs and allocating them to Traco, Comtrol relied upon a regional rate which 
1
 The employer's portion of: the Federal Insurance Contributions Act (Social Security and 
Medicare); State Unemployment Tax Authority; and the Federal Unemployment Tax Act. 
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it believed captured all such costs into a single hourly rate of $50.68/hour, as published by 
R.S. Means. Comtrol argued at trial that this hourly rate best reflected all of the components 
of Comtrol's total costs incurred in completing Traco's work, in that the R.S. Means hourly 
rate included the other costs such as tool and vehicle usage. While Comtrol requested that 
the Trial Court award as damages the total costs calculated as the sum of the hours worked 
multiplied by the R.S. Means rate, the Trial Court did not do so, and awarded Comtrol 
substantially less than what Comtrol sought as compensation for its costs in completing 
Traco's work. 
Nonetheless, Traco continues to appeal the Trial Court's findings (which were 
affirmed by the Utah Court of Appeals), claiming that the Trial Court applied the R.S. Means 
rate "instead of the lower labor costs Comtrol actually incurred to complete the construction 
project." Pet. Brief, pg. 9. The factual record, which Traco has failed to marshall, shows that 
the Trial Court did not apply the R.S. Means rate even though such was requested by 
Comtrol. Instead, the Trial Court drastically reduced the damage award to Comtrol, even 
below what Comtrol's damage evidence supported before the hidden costs. The Court of 
Appeals correctly rejected Traco's challenge because it found that the District Court had, in 
fact, based its damage award on Comtrol's actual costs to complete Traco's work: 
The Trial Court's calculation of damages is clearly fact sensitive. There was 
extensive testimony and documents that the Trial Court received and 
considered concerning the actual wages Comtrol paid its employees and the 
actual costs Comtrol paid to perform Traco's unfinished work. 
Traco Steel Erectors. Inc. v. Comtrol Inc.. 2007 UT App. 407, ]f 40 (emphasis added). 
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STATEMENT OF RELEVANT FACTS 
1. Comtrol is a General Contractor and Traco is a steel erector subcontractor. (R-
7, Complaint at ^  24). Traco and Comtrol entered into similar Subcontractor Agreements for 
the construction of three separate projects: (1) the U.S. Army Reserve Contract, (R-190-94); 
(2) the UVSC Student Center Expansion (D. Ex. 51); and (3) the Weber State Visual Art 
Center (D. Ex. 1). The damage award at issue in this appeal involves the UVSC and Weber 
State Projects. 
2. Each of the Subcontractor Agreements had the following provisions: 
31. Contractor's Right to do Subcontractor's Work: If Subcontractor fails 
to supply sufficient forces, equipment or materials to advance the work 
according to Contractor's schedule, then Contractor may use its own forces, 
equipment, or materials to supply such portions of the work as are necessary 
to increase the rate of progress, and Contractor shall deduct the expense, with 
reasonable overhead and profit, from the subcontract price. 
34. Default. In the event that Subcontractor appears likely to be unable to 
complete its work according to Contractor's project schedule, or if 
Subcontractor fails to fully perform its duties under this Subcontract, or if 
Subcontractor becomes insolvent, or fails to supply sufficient forces to 
maintain this schedule, or is guilty of any other default under this Subcontract, 
then Contractor may (a) withhold payment for work performed under this 
Subcontract and withhold payment of any other obligation of Contractor to 
Subcontractor; (b) after giving 48 hours written notice to Subcontractor, eject 
Subcontractor and take over Subcontractor's work and terminate 
Subcontractor's right to perform under the Subcontract. If Contractor takes 
over Subcontractor's work, then Contractor will charge Subcontractor for all 
costs incurred as a result, including reasonable overhead and profit and 
including attorney's fees and other expenses. If the total amount exceeds the 
unpaid balance of the Subcontract, then Subcontractor shall pay the difference 
to Contractor. If the amount is less than the unpaid balance of the Subcontract, 
the excess shall be paid by Contractor to Subcontractor. 
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(D. Ex. 1, pg. 3; D. Ex. 51, pg. 3). 
The UVSC Project 
3. On May 24, 2000, Comtrol and Traco entered into a Subcontract Agreement 
for the steel erection on the UVSC Student Center Expansion located in Orem. (D. Ex. 51). 
4. By the end of September 2001, Traco left the job site. Yet, the hand railings 
and punch list items, all of which were part of Traco's Subcontract, remained uncompleted. 
In early January of 2002, Comtrol advised Traco orally that the hand railing materials had 
been delivered to the job site and that Traco should return to install the railings per Traco's 
Subcontract Agreement (D. Ex. 69). Traco refused to do so. (D. Ex. 69; R-1049 at 900,1. 
20 - 902,1. 7). 
5. On January 3,2002, Comtrol gave Traco a written 48-hour notice to report to 
the Project, initiate work and perfomi diligently. Comtrol advised Traco that if it did not 
return, Comtrol would have the work performed by others and back charge Traco. (D. Ex. 
69). Traco refused to return and abandoned the job. (R-1049 at 900, line 20 - 902, line 7). 
6. Thereafter, Comtrol's laborers and a subcontractor, Gorden Johansen, 
performed the hand railing installation work, as well as the other uncompleted Traco items. 
Comtrol attempted to mitigate its damages by hiring Mr. Johansen, a skilled welder, instead 
of hiring another steel erection company. (R-1049 at 957, lines 19-25). Mr. Johansen 
charged Comtrol $18.00 per hour, and Comtrol provided him the use of a truck, welding 
equipment, consumables for the oxyacetylene torch, grinders, and grinding wheels. Had Mr. 
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Johansen provided his own vehicle and welding equipment, he would have charged Comtrol 
$50.00-60.00 per hour. (R-1047 at 278, line 11). 
7. To complete the Traco work, Comtrol backcharged Traco $ 17,279.73. Giving 
Traco credit for a balance left on the subcontract of $7,449.73, Comtrol sought at trial 
$9,830.00 in damages against Traco on the UVSC Project. (D. Ex. 74, attached hereto in 
full as Addendum "A"). The backcharges were based upon: $307.97 in materials (primarily 
welding torch gas); $2,755.64 to Gorden Johansen, the subcontractor; 9.5 hours of crane and 
operator time at $ 120/hour; 8 hours of forklift and operator time at $75/hour; 187 regular and 
overtime hours of Comtrol labor, charged at the rate of $50.68/hour; and overhead and profit 
often percent each. (D. Ex. 74). 
8. To support the 187 hours of labor, Comtrol introduced 31 weekly time cards 
with hours spent and daily descriptions of the work performed by each of the laborers on the 
Project noted as Job 19-05 on the time cards (D. Ex. 74; Addendum "A"): 
Employee Regular Hours Overtime Hours Total Hours 
Scott Ross 21.5 5.0 26.5 
BryceCook 67.0 14.5 81.5 
Nathan Cook .5 .5 
Pablo Areche 10.5 10.5 











Shawn Henderson .  2.0 21.0 
Gorden Johanson .  32.0 
SUBTOTAL .  21.5 181.0 
Eugene Cook (Supervisor) 6.0 
TOTAL 166.0 21.5 187.0 
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(Complete sets of each employee's weekly time cards (representing 31 cards) were admitted 
into evidence as part of D. Ex. 74 and are Bates stamped, COM0224-0239; 0241 -0245; 0247-
0248). 
9. The Trial Court also received the testimony of Sharon Zobell, Comtrol's 
secretary and payroll manager. Ms. Zobell testified that the Comtrol laborers were paid on 
average $20/hour and the foremen and supervisors were paid $30/hour for this type of work, 
not considering benefits and Comtrol's burden (FICA, FUTA, SUTA, etc.). (R-1049 at 817 
lines 1 to 13). Ms. Zobell further testified that Comtrol's labor burden was normally 35% 
of the wages paid, but the burden on this type of work was much higher because it was 
structural steel work. (R-1049, at 819 lines 2 to 8). 
10. Traco presented no evidence which contradicted Comtrol's testimony that the 
burden on Comtrol's labor for steel work was over 35%. To the contrary, Traco's own 
evidence established that Traco's burden costs for laborers, not including subsistence and 
tools (Workers Compensation, General Liability, FICA, Med., State Un., Fed. Un., VAC), 
was much higher, over 44% of the hourly labor cost of $18.00/hour. See, P. Ex. 124 
(showing that Traco pays $8.01 in burden costs on each hour of laborer wages of $18.00). 
11. Comtrol recognized that its actual labor costs to complete the Traco work 
consisted not just of the hourly wages paid to the 7 Comtrol laborers and 1 supervisor 
(Eugene Cook) who completed the work, but also included the burden costs (the employer's 
portion of FICA, FUTA, SUTA, medical benefits, etc.), as well as other costs relating to 
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equipment furnished by Comtrol and used by the laborers (trucks, welding torches, welding 
rods, grinders, etc.). (R-1049 at 819 line 5 to 820 line 3). To reasonably approximate the 
total of all actual costs related to this type of steel work (not just the base hourly rate), 
Comtrol presented the hourly rate of $50.68 found in "R.S. Means Building Construction 
Cost Data, 2001, Western Edition." (D. Ex. 79; R-1049 at 959, lines 15-21). Comtrol uses 
this publication for estimating purposes in bidding jobs, and has used it for this purpose on 
several hundred projects. (R-1049 at 959, lines 22-25; R-1049 at 960 lines 17-20). Therates 
set forth in R.S. Means are consistent with Utah market rates for steel workers. (R-1049 at 
960, lines 21 -961, line 4). 
12. Comtrol attempted to establish that the $50.68 rate was consistent with its 
actual costs to complete Traco's work. (R-1049 at 963, lines 6 -10). For example, Comtrol 
presented evidence that other costs were subsumed in that rate, including vehicles provided 
to employees, labor burden, auto insurance, fuel, welding machines, consumables for the 
oxyacetylene torch, grinders, and grinding wheels. (R-1049 at 964, lines 17 - 25). 
Additionally, Comtrol submitted evidence (both time cards and testimony) that ComtroPs 
personnel who assisted with completion of Traco's tasks were working many hours of 
overtime to complete the project on time. (R-1050at 1009, lines 23-25). Comtrol witnesses 
provided testimony that most of the Comtrol employees who assisted with the completion of 
Traco's work were skilled workers, not $ 10 or $ 15/hour laborers. (R-1050 at 1009, lines 23-
24.; R-1050 at 1012, lines 18 - 25). 
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13. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Trial Court disagreed with Comtrol's 
requested damages and adjusted Comtrol's backcharges from Comtrol's original claim of 
$17,279.73 to $8,900.00, with net damages (after deducting the balance in the contract) 
reduced to $1,450.27. (Findings of Fact, pg. 24, No. 2). 
The Weber State Project 
14. On July 14, 2000, Comtrol and Traco entered into a Subcontract Agreement 
for the steel erection on the Weber State Visual Art Center. (D. Ex. 51). Comtrol also 
entered into a contract with Gos' Welding for the fabrication of the steel to be used on the 
Project. (R-1046 at 137, line 7; D. Ex. 33). 
15. During the course of construction, Traco claimed that Gos made errors in the 
fabrication of the steel and failed to deliver steel in an orderly manner which allegedly 
required Traco to perform field fixes to correct the errors and perform additional work due 
to improper sequencing of steel deliveries. Traco subsequently demanded that Gos pay Traco 
$45,262 for the fixes and improper deliveries. Gos disputed Traco's claim. As a result of 
Traco's claim for fabrication errors, Comtrol held back payment of $54,369.59 on its contract 
with Gos. (D. Ex. 33). 
16. Starting in January 2002, Comtrol was forced to take over the performance of 
Traco's work. On January 4, 2002, Comtrol received written notice from Traco that it was 
abandoning the job. (P. Ex. 14). Whereupon, Comtrol notified Traco in writing that under 
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Section 31 of the Subcontract Agreement, Comtrol would perform the Traco work and would 
look to Traco for the costs of completing Traco's contract (D. Ex. 21). 
17. On April 1,2004, Gos and Comtrol agreed to settle the outstanding balance on 
the Gos contract with Comtrol for $ 19,369.59. The settlement provided that for purposes of 
defending against Traco's claim of fabrication and delivery errors, Gos could assert the 
defense that Traco had been paid because Comtrol would give Traco a credit on Comtrol5s 
books of $45,262.00. (D. Ex. 33). 
18. In the course of completing Traco's work, Comtrol claimed that it incurred 
$58,212.50 in expenses, which it subsequently backcharged to Traco. (D. Ex. 38). The 
backcharges were based upon: $571.84 in materials; $9,720.00 in crane rental; $15,403.67 
paid to subcontractors; $22,147.162 in Comtrol labor costs based upon $437.5 hours at 
$50.68/hour; and overhead and profit of ten percent each. (D. Ex. 38, attached hereto in full 
as Addendum "B"). 
19. The total damages Comtrol sought against Traco at trial on the Weber State 
Project were calculated by taking the total backcharges of $58,212.50 less the remaining 
balance in the Weber Contract of $1,680.39, reduced further by the Gos Settlement Credit 
of $45,262, for a total claim of $12,212.34. (D. Ex. 38, Addendum "B"). 
20. To support the 437.5 hours of labor, Comtrol introduced 61 weekly time cards 
(as was done with the UVSC Claim), with daily descriptions and hours spent of the work 
2
 The $22,147.16 contained a calculation error and should have been $22,172.50. 
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performed by each of the laborers on the Weber Project noted as Job 21-05 on the time cards 
(D. Ex 38, Addendum "B"): 
Employee Regular Hours Overtime Hours Total Hours 
J. Alejandro Gonzales R. 26.0 9.5 35.5 
Enrique Morales P. 6.0 6.0 
Hugo Enrique M. 39.0 39.0 
Arturo Soto Gomez 22.5 4.5 27.0 
John R. Lee 32.5 3.5 36.0 
Darin Farr 2.0 2.0 
Michael Murphy 49.0 49.0 
Bobby Kirk 82.5 10.5 93.0 
Miguel Angel Soza 14.0 14.0 
SUBTOTAL 234.50 67.0 301.5 
Burt Merrill (Supervisor) 3.0 14.0 17.0 
Roy Lee (Foreman)3 41.0 78.0 119.0 
SUBTOTAL 44.6 92.0 136.0 
GRAND TOTAL 278.5 159.0 437.5 
(Complete sets of each employee's weekly time cards (representing 61 cards) were admitted 
into evidence as part of D. Ex. 38, Addendum "B" and are Bates-stamped COM0030; 0034-
0035; 0050-0082; and the 5 pages after 0082). 
21. Similar to the UVSC Project, Comtrol sought the higher labor damages 
calculated with the hourly rate of R.S. Means (D. Ex. 51). The Trial Court also received 
extensive evidence of Comtrol's actual labor costs (wages, burden, overhead and profit on 
the Project), but not the other costs captured in R.S. Means such as tools and vehicles. Just 
3R-1050,pg. 1012. 
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as in the case of the UVSC Project, the Trial Court did not award Comtrol the R.S. Means 
rate. (Findings of Fact, pg. 35, No. 35). 
22. Similar to the UVSC Project, Comtrol presented evidence of its actual damages 
consisting of the individual time cards for each worker, all of which were admitted into 
evidence, and detailed the regular and overtime hours of each employee. (D. Ex. 38, 
Addendum "B"). Comtrol also presented testimony of the average hourly rates paid to the 
employees, Comtrol's burden for FICA, SUTA, FUTA, etc. (R-1049, at 819 line 2 to line 
8). Brian Burk, Comtrol's President and a project manager on the Weber Project (R-1049 
at 930), testified that "most of the people that we had doing the work were skilled people and 
most of the work was done on an overtime basis". (R-1050 at 1009). 
23. After weighing all of the evidence, the Trial Court found Comtrol's allowable 
backcharge, the actual costs to complete Traco's work, plus overhead and profit, to be only 
$50,212.50 instead of the $58,212.50 originally sought by Comtrol. (Findings of Fact, pg. 
35 No. 24). After reducing the backcharge by the credit from the Gos Settlement of $45,262, 
the Trial Court further reduced the actual damages by another $1,680.30 to a net total of 
$3,270.11. (Findings of Fact, pg. 35, No. 24). Thus, the Trial Court reduced Comtrol's 
original damage claim on the Weber Project from $12,212.34 to $3,270.11. 
24. The Trial Court did not award Comtrol labor damages at the R.S. Means hourly 
rate of $50.68 as originally requested by Comtrol (and as has been argued by Traco). 
(Findings of Fact, pg. 35). 
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SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
The Court of Appeals did not err in declining to address the merits of Traco's 
challenge to the District Court's determination of the measure of damages. Damage 
calculations are inherently fact sensitive and Traco was required to marshall the evidence of 
ComtroPs damages as part of its challenge, which Traco failed to do. 
Traco claims that its challenge is not directed at the Trial Court's mathematical 
calculation itself but at the method the Trial Court used to determine the measure of 
Comtrol's damages. Specifically, Traco attacks the Trial Court's calculation of Comtrol's 
labor costs incurred in completing Traco's work.4 Traco asserts that Comtrol's labor 
damages were strictly based upon the R.S. Means hourly rate of $50.68/hour, but should have 
been based on Comtrol's actual damages. However, as the Court of Appeals correctly 
observed, Comtrol did present evidence of its actual damages, including the actual regular 
and overtime wages paid to its employees, the burden on those wages and Comtrol's 
overhead and profit. The Trial Court rejected Comtrol's claim for damages at the R.S. 
Means rate, and reduced Comtrol's requested damages accordingly. 
Ironically, the measure of damages Traco's challenge seeks by way of remand would 
likely result in more damages for Comtrol than what was awarded by the Trial Court. As 
shown below, the evidence which Comtrol did present supports a damage award higher than 
4
 The other damages awarded to Comtrol for its costs in completing Traco's work, namely 
the cost of materials and moneys paid to subcontractors, are not before this Court. 
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what was ultimately awarded by the Trial Court. It is evident that Traco's true dissatisfaction 
with the District Court's decision lies with the amount of actual damages the Trial Court 
awarded to Comtrol, not with the method of calculation used to arrive at those damages. The 
adequacy of the damage award is a question of fact, requiring Traco to marshall the evidence 
as part of its appeal of the Trial Court's decision. 
As the Court of Appeals correctly noted, the District Court received extensive 
evidence of the labor costs Comtrol actually paid to complete Traco's work. The Trial Court 
did not adopt the R.S. Means average regional labor rates as the method for determining 
Comtrol's damages (R.S. Means is not even mentioned in the Trial Court's Findings of Fact 
and Conclusions of Law); instead the Trial Court relied on extensive and uncontested 
evidence to determine what Comtrol's actual costs were in completing the two projects after 




I. THE COURT OF APPEALS WAS CORRECT IN: (1) CONCLUDING THAT 
BECAUSE THE TRIAL COURT'S DAMAGE AWARD WAS FACT 
INTENSIVE, TRACO WAS REQUIRED TO MARSHALL EVIDENCE; AND 
THEREFORE (2) DECLINING TO ADDRESS THE MERITS OF TRACO'S 
CHALLENGE TO THE DISTRICT COURT'S DAMAGE AWARD, AND (3) 
AFFIRMING THE DISTRICT COURT'S METHOD OF ASCERTAINING 
THE MEASURE OF COMTROL'S DAMAGES. 
A. The District Court Did Not Adopt The R. S. Means Labor Rate as the 
Measure of Comtrol's Damages. 
The issue urged by Traco sets up a false dichotomy in phrasing the question as a 
choice between Comtrol's actual costs and the R.S. Means rate. Traco specifically argues 
that, "The District Court instead applied average regional labor rates for skilled steelworkers 
to all hours worked by Comtrol employees regardless of their differing tasks, skill levels, and 
compensation rates." Pet. Brief, pg. 10. See also. Pet. Brief, pgs. 3, 7, 9, 12, 15, 18, 20. 
Time and time again Traco either implies or explicitly states that the only evidence the 
District Court used to determine the amount of Comtrol's damage award was the information 
available in R.S. Means. This is simply not the case. 
It is true that at trial Comtrol presented the average regional labor rate from R.S. 
Means as reflective of Comtrol's total actual costs in light of the many real costs that were 
not easily captured by simple invoices, i.e., labor burden, vehicle usage, tools, and 
equipment. Comtrol's position that R.S. Means was the appropriate rate was supported at 
several points in the record. Comtrol's President testified that the R.S. Means rate was 
reflective of Comtrol's actual costs, and explained why. (R-1049 at 963, lines 6-10 and at 
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964, lines 17 - 25). Gorden Johansen testified that his rate would be $50-$60.00 if he were 
to provide his own vehicle and equipment. (R-1047 at 278, line 11). 
However, whether the hourly labor rate from R.S. Means is a proper measure of 
Comtrol's actual costs is really immaterial here, because the Trial Court rejected the R.S. 
Means rate and determined Comtrol's damages based on its weighing of the evidence, 
ultimately awarding Comtrol far less than the damages it had calculated using the R.S. Means 
rate. Indeed, R.S. Means is not even mentioned in the Trial Court's Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law. Moreover, Comtrol has not appealed the Trial Court's rejection of the 
R.S. Means rate. 
This case is, therefore, not about the choice between R.S. Means and Comtrol's actual 
costs. Rather, Traco's appeal goes to the sufficiency of the evidence supporting the District 
Court's damage award to Comtrol, a purely factual question. 
In light of all of the evidence relating to Comtrol's costs considered by the District 
Court,5 it is no surprise that the Court of Appeals concluded that Comtrol had presented 
5
 This evidence included detailed damage exhibits for each project, 92 weekly time cards 
and daily reports that described in detail the work done by Comtrol's employees, and 
specified all the regular and overtime hours expended in completing Traco's work (D. 
Exhibits 38 and 74), and the substantial testimony of two Comtrol witnesses, Sharon Zobell 
and Brian Burk, who spent significant time explaining how Comtrol's damages were 
calculated, (R-1049 at 788-96, Zobell testimony regarding Weber State damages; R-1049 at 
801-10, Zobell testimony regarding UVSC damages; R-1050 atl009-1017, Burk testimony 
that most of the Comtrol employees used were skilled laborers and worked overtime). Mr. 
Burk, Mr. Johansen, Mr. Cook and Mr. Merrill also testified regarding specific tasks Traco 
left uncompleted which Comtrol had to complete. See, e.g., R-1049 at 970-74 (Mr. Burk's 
testimony regarding handrail installation at UVSC); R-1047 at 258-64, and at 264-71 (Mr. 
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"extensive" evidence of "the actual costs Comtrol paid to perform Traco's unfinished work." 
Iraco, 2007 UT App. 407,140. Traco's assertion that the District Court blindly adopted the 
R.S. Means labor rates to determine Comtrol's damages is incorrect and ignores the extensive 
amount of evidence relating to Comtrol's damages that is in the record and was considered 
by the District Court. 
Similarly, the Court of Appeals considered the same evidence relating to Comtrol's 
damages which was considered by the District Court. Seeing that the District Court had 
considered such a great deal of evidence relating to Comtrol's damages, and knowing that 
"a trial court is in the best position to determine what award of damages will make a plaintiff 
whole," Kilpatrick v. Wiley Rein & Fielding. 2001 UT 107. f76. 37 P.3d 1130. 1145. the 
Court of Appeals correctly concluded that the evidence of Comtrol's damages and the wages 
paid to Comtrol's employees supported the District Court's damage award to Comtrol. 
Therefore the Court of Appeals did not err in affirming the District Court's determination of 
damages. 
Johansen's testimony about work needed to complete Traco's work on the Weber State 
project, including tightening of bolts, welding of stair treads and landings, repairing handrail, 
realigning and installing the elevator shaft, repairing faulty welds, repairing a gate, etc.); R-
1050 at 1076-82 (Mr. Cook discussing UVSC handrail installation); R-1048 at 696-701 (Mr. 
Merrill describing Weber State work, including installation of kiln gate, welding of guard 
rails to embed metal, repair work on the stairs, handrail repairs, etc.). 
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B. Comtrol Provided Evidence of its Actual Labor Costs Through Payroll 
Records and Testimony. 
The heart of Traco's appeal is a claim that Comtrol failed to present payroll records 
to support its damages and instead only presented the R.S. Means rate. At page 10 of Traco's 
Brief, Traco argues: 
However, Comtrol did not provide evidence of actual costs through readily 
available payroll records. Rather it applied a single average regional rate for 
structural steelworkers, from a book used to estimate costs for bidding 
purposes, to the hours worked by its employees-irrespective of their various 
skill and compensation levels. (Citations omitted). 
Traco does not define what it means by "readily available payroll records", but presumably 
Traco is referencing W-2s or pay checks, and not the 92 weekly time cards, which Traco 
recognizes were admitted into evidence (D. Exhibits 38 & 74). Nonetheless, as shown 
above, Comtrol presented live testimony (in lieu of W-2s) of what it paid to its employees 
for the work performed, which work was described in the 92 weekly time cards. The live 
testimony taken together with the 92 weekly time cards established what Comtrol paid to its 
employees who completed Traco's work. 
Whether the "best evidence" of what Comtrol actually paid is properly offered through 
live testimony or W-2s is not the issue before this Court. The issue is whether there was 
sufficient evidence of Comtrol's actual labor damages incurred in completing Traco's work 
to support the Trial Court's findings. See, Terry v. Panek, 631 P.2d 896, 898 (Utah 1981) 
(limiting proper challenges to damages awards to those situations in which "an award [is] 
based on total lack of evidence cannot be sustained, the fact that the evidence upon which 
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a court awards damages is sparse is no reason to deny all recovery for a wrong." Id. The 
evidence considered by the Trial Court included the 92 weekly time cards, and substantial 
live testimony by multiple witnesses. Traco's appeal goes to the sufficiency of the evidence 
and therefore must be denied. 
C. The Court of Appeals Correctly Concluded that Traco 
Failed to Marshall Damages Evidence. 
Rule 24(a)(9) of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure requires "[a] party challenging 
a fact finding [to] first marshall all record evidence that supports the challenged finding." 
To fulfill its duty to marshall, Traco was required to, 
"temporarily remove [their] own prejudices and fully embrace the adversary's 
position"; [they] must play the "devil's advocate." In so doing, appellants must 
present the evidence in a light most favorable to the Trial Court and not 
attempt to construe the evidence in a light favorable to their case In sum, 
to properly marshall the evidence the challenging party must demonstrate how 
the court found the facts from the evidence and then explain why those 
findings contradict the clear weight of the evidence. 
United Park City Mines v. Stichting Mayflower Mountain Fonds, et aL 2006 UT 35, 140 
P.3d 1200 (2006). Instead of marshalling, Traco merely re-argued on appeal the factual case, 
leaving Comtrol and the Court of Appeals "to bear the expense and time of performing the 
critical task of marshalling the evidence. This is unfair, inefficient, and unacceptable." Id. 
at 1207, [^26. This Court has consistently warned of the "grim consequences parties face 
when they fail to fulfill the marshalling requirement," and that the appellate court "can rely 
on that failure to affirm the lower court's findings of fact." Id. at 1207, <ft 27. As such, "[a]n 
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appellant may not simply cite to the evidence which supports his or her position and hope to 
prevail." Wavment v. Howard 144P.3d 1147, 1150 (Utah 2006). Put differently, 
In order to properly discharge the duty of marshaling the evidence, the 
challenger must present, in comprehensive and fastidious order, every scrap 
of competent evidence introduced at trial which supports the very findings the 
appellant resists. After constructing this magnificent array of supporting 
evidence, the challenger must ferret out a fatal flaw in the evidence. The 
gravity of this flaw must be sufficient to convince the appellate court that the 
court's finding resting upon the evidence is clearly erroneous. 
West Valley City v. Majestic Inv. Co.. 818 P.2d 131L 1315 (Utah Ct. App. 1991) (emphasis 
added.) 
The following include facts that were relevant to the factual accuracy of the Trial 
Court's damage award and its reasonableness that were omitted completely from Traco's 
briefs to the Court of Appeals: 
• The fact that the specific hours on the 31 weekly time cards for the UVSC Project (D. 
Ex. 74, Addendum "B"), multiplied by the actual average hourly rates established at 
trial (and not the R.S. Means rate) plus Comtrol's burden of at least 35%, materials 
and subcontractor costs supported a finding of damages of $2,832.086, not including 
any damages for tools and vehicles. Yet, the Trial Court only awarded damages on 
the UVSC Project of $1,450.12. 
Calculated as 160 regular hours x $20/hour; plus 21.5 overtime hours x $30/hour; plus 
6 supervisor hours x $30/hour; plus burden costs of $1,409; plus materials of $307.97 and 
subcontractor costs of $2,755.64; plus overhead of $849.74; plus profit of $934.71; less the 
balance left in the contract of $7,449.73; for a net total of $2,832.08. 
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The fact that the specific hours on the 61 weekly time cards for the Weber Project (D. 
Ex. 38, Addendum "B"), multiplied by the average hourly rates established at trial 
(and not the R.S. Means rate) plus Comtrol's burden of at least 35%, the material 
costs, crane c osts and subcontractor costs supported a finding of damages of 
$4,012.547, not including any damages for tools and vehicles. Yet, the Trial Court 
only awarded damages on the Weber Project of $3,270.11. 
The fact that steel workers have the highest Workers Compensation rates of all 
employees of Comtrol. (R-1059,pg. 1013). 
The fact that the R.S. Means burden rate for steel workers was 39.2% (D. Ex. 79) and 
Traco's own burden was 44% (P. Ex. 124). 
The fact that Comtrol attempted to keep the expenses and costs of completing Traco's 
work at a minimum because it believed that the odds of ever recovering anything from 
Traco were slim. (R-1049 at 958,11.1 - 10). 
The fact that Comtrol attempted to mitigate the expense of completing Traco's work 
by hiring a skilled welder, Gorden Johansen. (R-1049 at 957,11. 19 - 25). 
Calculated as 234.5 regular hours x $20/hour; plus 67 overtime hours x $30/hour; plus 
44 supervisor/foreman hours x $30/hour; plus 92 supervisor/foreman overtime hours x 
$45/hour; plus burden costs of $4,256; plus materials of $571.84, crane costs of $9,720 and 
subcontractor costs of $15,403.67; plus overhead of $4,211; plus profit of $4,632; less the 
balance left in the contract of $1,680.39; less the Gos settlement of $45,262; for a net total 
of$4,012.54. 
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• The fact that Comtrol's costs in completing Traco's work included costs for vehicles, 
insurance, fuel, a welder, consumables for the oxyacetylene torch, grinders, and 
grinding wheels. (R-1049 at 964,11. 17 - 25). 
• The fact that Comtrol's personnel who assisted with completion of Traco's work 
worked overtime to complete the projects on time. (R-1050 at 1009, lines 23-25). 
• The fact that most of the Comtrol employees who assisted with the completion of 
Traco's work were skilled workers, not the $ 10.00 per hour laborers Traco wishes had 
performed the work. (R-1050 at 1009,11. 23-24.; R-1050 at 1012, 18 - 25). 
• The fact that the rates Traco was charging on its change orders were as high as 
$59.51, exceeding the R.S. Means hourly rate by almost $10.00. (P. Ex. 1, at various 
change orders; R-1050 at 1167, lines 17 - 24). 
• The fact that Traco likely could have completed the work for less expense than 
Comtrol, because it has expertise in steel erection. (R-1049 at 966, lines 12 - 20). 
The fact that Comtrol made repeated efforts to get Traco to return to the job, and 
mitigate the backcharge expenses Comtrol was incurring, with no response from 
Traco. (R-1049 at 968, lines 24 - 969, line 5). 
Traco made no attempt to marshall this evidence in support of the challenged damage 
award. Therefore the Court of Appeals did not err in declining to address the merits of that 
challenge. 
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D. Comtrol Presented Sufficient Evidence of its Damages to Sustain the Trial 
Court's Award. 
Before a trial court can award damages, a plaintiff must "'prove the fact of damages 
by evidence that gives 'rise to a reasonable probability that the plaintiff suffered damage . 
. . .'" Renegade Oil Inc. v. Progressive Cas. Ins. Co.. 101 P.3d 383, 386 (Utah Ct. App. 
2004) (quoting Atkin Wright & Miles v. Mountain States Tel. & Tel. Co.. 709 P.2d 330,336 
(Utah 1985)) (emphasis added). "The fact of damages must be proven by a reasonable 
certainty . . . ." Sawyers v. FMA Leasing Co.. 722 P.2d 773, 774 (Utah 1986). 
Damages are proven by a reasonable certainty when there is a '"sufficient certainty 
that reasonable minds might believe from a preponderance of the evidence that the damages 
were actually suffered.'" Kilpatrick v.Wilev Rein & Fielding. 2001 UT 107, ^ |76, 37 P.3d 
1130, 1146 (quoting Cook Assoc. Inc. v. Warnick. 664 P.2d 1161, 1165 (Utah 1983) 
(internal quotations omitted)). This reasonable certainty requirement does not bar recovery 
if the uncertainty regards the amount of damages; rather the requirement '"is generally 
directed against uncertainty with respect to cause rather than to measure or extent [of 
damages]...." Terry v. Panek. 631 P.2d 896, 898 (Utah 1981) (quoting Gould v. Mtn. States 
Telephone & Telegraph Co.. 309 P.2d 802, 805 (Utah 1952)). Thus, while "an award based 
on total lack of evidence cannot be sustained, the fact that the evidence upon which a court 
awards damages is sparse is no reason to deny all recovery for a wrong." Id. 
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When reviewing a trial court's judgment as to the fact of damages, reviewing courts 
"must" sustain the trial court's judgment "[i]f there is competent evidence to support the 
findings upon which the judgment is rendered[.]" Sawyers, 722 P.2d at 774. 
In Terry, this Court held that a trial court erred as a matter of law when it concluded 
that the defendant's evidence was too uncertain and speculative to justify awarding any 
damages for their counterclaim, because any uncertainty as to defendant's evidence existed 
not as to "the causal connection between the wrong and the damage suffered," but only as 
to the amount of damages. 631 P.2d at 898. Because the fact that the defendant injured the 
plaintiff was not in doubt, the Court held that the plaintiff "'should not escape liability 
[solely] because the amount of [the defendant's counterclaim] cannot be proved with 
precision.'" Id. (quoting Winsness v. M. J. Conoco Distrib., 593 P.2d 1303,1305-06 (Utah 
1979)); see also, Shar's Cars v. Elder, 2004 UT App. 258, ^28, 97 P.3d 724, 731 (holding 
that a wrongdoer, "must assume some of the risk" that plaintiffs proof of damages will be 
imprecise); see also, Austin v. D.R.Parker, 672 F.2d 508,522 (5th Cir. 1982) (applying same 
rule to case involving contractor's completion costs after abandonment of job by 
subcontractor). 
Because Comtrol submitted significant evidence supporting the Trial Court's damage 
award, this Court should uphold the Trial Court's damage award to Comtrol. After weighing 
all testimony, including Traco's cross-examination of Comtrol's witnesses, the Trial Court 
reduced Comtrol's requested damages significantly. Because "a trial court is in the best 
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position to determine what award of damages will make a plaintiff whole," Kilpatrick, 37 
P.3d at 1145, this Court should not reverse the Trial Court's careful balancing of the 
evidence presented at trial on ComtroPs damages. 
II. EVEN IF THE COURT OF APPEALS ERRED AND ADOPTED THE WRONG 
MEASURE OF DAMAGES, IT DID NOT RESULT IN A WINDFALL 
RECOVERY FOR COMTROL. 
A. The Evidence Presented by Comtrol Supports a Damage Award Higher 
than what was Ultimately Awarded by the Trial Court. 
L UVSC 
If the hourly rates and labor burden testified to by Comtrol witnesses are used to 
calculate ComtroPs damages, and applied to the specific hours on the 31 weekly time cards 
documenting time spent by Comtrol employees for the UVSC Project (D. Ex. 74), the result 
is $2,832.08: 
160 regular hours x $20.00/hour 
+ 21.5 overtime hours x $30.00/hour 
+ 6 supervisor hours x $30/hour 
Labor subtotal 
+ 35% burden x $4,025.00 
Burdened labor 
+ Materials 
+ Subcontractor Costs 
Subtotal 
+ 10% Overhead x $8,497.36 
Subtotal 
+ 10% Profit x $9.347.10 
Total Completion Backcharge 
- Contract Balance 

















However, the Trial Court only awarded Comtrol net damages on the UVSC Project of 
$1,450.12. Thus, Comtrol's actual award of damages for the UVSC Project contains an 
effective hourly rate below that established by Comtrol's witnesses at trial, reflecting a 
careful weighing of the evidence by the Trial Court. 
ii. Weber State 
If the hourly rates and labor burden testified to by Comtrol witnesses are used to 
calculate Comtrol's damages, and applied to the specific hours on the 61 weekly time cards 
documenting time spent by Comtrol employees for the Weber State Project (D. Ex. 38), the 
result is $4,012.12 (not including any damages for use of Comtrol's tools and vehicles). 
234.5 regular hours x $20.00/hour $4,690.00 
+ 67 overtime hours x $30.00/hour $2,010.00 
+ 44 supe./foreman reg. hours x $30/hour$ 1,320.00 
+ 92 supe./foreman QT hrs x $45/hour $4.140.00 
Labor subtotal $12,160.00 
+ 35% burden x $12,160.00 $4,256.00 
Burdened labor $ 16,416.00 
+ Materials $ 571.84 
+ Crane $9,720.00 
+ Subcontractor Costs $15,403.67 
Subtotal $42,111.51 
+ 10% Overhead x $42,111.51 $4.211.00 
Subtotal $46,322.51 
+ 10% Profit x $46.322.51 $4,632.00 
Total Completion Backcharge $50,954.51 
- Contract Balance ($ 1,680.39) 
- Gos Settlement ($45,262.00) 
Net Weber State Balance $4,012.12 
Yet, the Trial Court only awarded Comtrol net damages on the Weber State Project of 
$3,270.11. Thus, Comtrol's actual award of Weber State damages contains an effective 
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hourly rate below that established by Comtrol's witnesses at trial, reflecting a careful 
weighing of the evidence by the Trial Court. 
B. In all Events, Comtrol will Remain the Prevailing Party under the 
Flexible and Reasoned Approach. 
Even if the damages due Comtrol were adjusted to the extent that Traco received a 
small net judgment on the UVSC and Weber State projects, that would not make Traco the 
prevailing party in this case. In A.K. & R. Whipple Plumbing and Heating v. Guy, 2004 UT 
47, 94 P.3d 270, one of the parties was awarded a net judgment of $527, but that party was 
not deemed the prevailing party. The court in Whipple explained that at times there is a need 
for a flexible and reasoned approach to deciding who is the prevailing party. Id at ^ 11. 
This flexible and reasoned approach focused on determining a "comparative victory" rather 
than on which party won the net judgment. Id. at Tf 12. 
The court in Whipple stated that there was "a lot more to the story than just the net 
judgment," and commented on the various successes and failures the parties had experienced 
throughout the case. Id, at ^ f 30. The court then went on to say that "the mere fact that, once 
the dust settled, Aspen, walked away with a net judgment of $527, does not convince us that 
Aspen was the prevailing party." Id. The Whipple opinion further explained that in deciding 
which party was the prevailing party, courts should use their common sense instead of simply 
adhering to a net judgment rule. Id. at f 26. 
As in Whipple, there is a lot more to the story of this case than just the net judgment. 
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Comtrol prevailed on summary judgment with respect to the U.S. Army Reserve Project, with 
judgment entered in Comtrol's favor in the amount of $9,178.00. (R-1023). 
In addition to Comtrol's damages for completion of Traco's work on the UVSC 
Project exceeding the remnants of the contract price due Traco, the District Court also found 
that $19,753.25 Traco sought in Change Orders due under the UVSC Project was not 
recoverable due to several severe deficiencies in the Change Orders. (Finding of Law Nos. 
1-2, R. at 917-18). The deficiencies included: the Change Orders were unapproved; Comtrol 
was not a party to the Dwamco Change Orders (the steel fabricator on the UVSC Project); 
the Change Orders did not comply with the requirements of paragraph 26 of the contract; 
Comtrol has not waived its right to enforce paragraph 26 of the contract; and Traco released 
its claims for the bulk of the Change Order. (Finding of Law Nos. 3-15, R. at 918-24). Traco 
contested all of these deficiencies, but in each instance the District Court found for Comtrol. 
The District Court also found that Traco was not justified in abandoning the UVSC Project. 
(Finding of Law Nos. 21-23, R. at 926-930). 
With regards to the Weber State Project, the District Court again found that Traco 
could not collect on unapproved Change Orders. (Finding of Law Nos. 25-27, R. at 931-32). 
The District Court again found that the Change Orders did not comply with paragraph 26 of 
the subcontract, and that Traco had released its claims to a large portion of the proposed 
Change Orders. (Finding of Law Nos. 28-34, R. at 933-34). The District Court also found 
that many of Traco's Change Orders related to work within Traco's contractual scope of 
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work. (Findings of Law No. 36, R. at 934-35). Finally, the District Court found that Traco 
was not justified in abandoning the Weber State Project. (Finding of Law Nos. 38-39, R. at 
936-37). 
The District Court also found that Comtrol was entitled to $4,000 for Traco's use of 
Control's crane. (Finding of Law Nos. 40-41 R. at 937-38). 
When all claims and projects at issue in the case are considered, even if reductions in 
the amount of Comtrol's backcharges for completing Traco's work on the UVSC and Weber 
State projects resulted in small contract balances in favor of Traco, the amounts owed to 
Traco would still need to exceed $13,178.00 (the $4,000 for the crane and the $9,178.00 for 
the U.S. Army Reserve Project) in order for Traco to obtain a net judgment. 
Furthermore, Traco argued that because it was justified in abandoning the projects 
(due to an alleged anticipatory breach by Comtrol), Comtrol's contractual right to backcharge 
Traco for the costs of completing the projects was unenforceable. Both the District Court 
and the Court of Appeals flatly rejected Traco's anticipatory breach argument, which rulings 
have not been appealed here. Thus, even if Traco were successful in its efforts to reduce the 
completion backcharges, the lower courts' rulings that the backcharges were justified (and 
concomitant rejection of the anticipatory breach argument) are themselves evidence that 
Comtrol is the prevailing party. Even if, after further reduction, the backcharges did not 
exceed the amount due Traco under the respective subcontracts, the inclusion of substantial 
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backcharge amounts where Traco wrongly claimed it had no obligation to complete the work 
(and steadfastly refused to return to the jobs) represents a decisive victory for Comtrol. 
Because Comtrol prevailed at every juncture of the litigation, on all three projects, and 
on the crane charge, even if the backcharge amounts were to be reduced, under the flexible 
and reasoned approach, Comtrol would still be the prevailing party in this case. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons stated herein, Comtrol respectfully requests that this Court affirm the 
Court of Appeals decision affirming the Trial Court's award of damages to Comtrol. Traco's 
appeal is really a challenge to the sufficiency of the evidence supporting the Trial Court's 
factual findings and not to the Trial Court's method for measuring damages. 
Because Traco failed to marshall the evidence supporting the damage award to 
Comtrol, its appeal was correctly denied by the Court of Appeals. Further, instead of using 
the R.S. Means hourly rate sought by Comtrol, the Trial Court weighed the extensive 
testimony and documents relating to Comtrol's damages, and crafted an award it found 
reflected Comtrol's actual costs to complete Traco's work, plus reasonable overhead and 
profit. Traco has not even come close to challenging the sufficiency of the evidence 
underlying the Trial Court's careful sifting of competing evidence. Therefore, the Trial 
Court's award should be AFFIRMED. 
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ADDENDUM A 
Complete Copy of Defendant's Trial Exhibit 74 
Completion Backcharges 
to Traco Steel, Inc. 
[DESCRIPTION 
Praxair Invoice-1/9/02 
(Praxair Invoice No. 819317 
White Cap Invoice No. 232254 
Unload Materials w/Crane-9.5 hrs @ $120 
John Lee Timecard 1/12/01 
I Unload Materials - 6.5 hrs @ $50.68 
Scott Ross Timecard 1/12/2001 
Unload w/Forklift - 8 hrs @ $75.00 
Nathan Cook Timecard 1/12/01 
Unload Steel - 9.5 hrs @ $50.68 
Scott Ross Timecard 9/7/01 
Handrail - 4.5 hrs @ $50.68 
Scott Ross Timecard 9/14/01 
Handrail - 6.5 hrs @ $50.68 
Bryce Cook Timecard 11/16/01 
Handrail - .5 hrs @ $50.68 
Nathan Cook Timecard 11/23/01 
Handrail - 10.5 hrs @ $50.68 
Shawn Henderson Timecard 12/14/01 
Bryce Cook Timecard 12/14/01 
Handrail -1 hrs @ $50.68 
Shawn Hem ierson Timecard 12/21/01 
Bryce Cook Timecard 12/21/01 
Handrail - 8 hrs @ $50.68 
Pablo ArecheTC, 12/21/01 
Moises Becerra Timecard 12/21/01 
Handrail - 44.5 hrs @ $50.68 
Moises Becerra TC-1/11/02-5.5 hours 
Shawn Henderson TC-1/11/02-6 hours 
Pablo Areche TC-1/11/02-6 hours 
Scott Ross TC-1/11/02-6 hours 
Bryce Cook TC-1/11/02-15 hours 
Eugene Cook TC-1/11/02-6 hours 
Handrail - 67 hrs @ $50.68 
Bryce Cook TC 1/18/02-35 hours 
Gorden Johansen TC 1/18/02-32 hours 
Handrail - 28.5 hrs. @ $50.68 
Bryce Cook TC 1/25-18.5 hours 
Shawn Henderson 12/28 TC-10 hours 
[Gordon Johansen-Week of 1/9-1/16/02 
Gordon Johansen-lnvoice 5990 
140 hours @ $18.00 + misc. supplies 
3/4 ton Pick-up, 5 days @ $83.0( 
Welding Torch, 40 hours @ $10.5C 
Gordon Johansen-Week of 1/17-1/23/02 
Gordon Johansen-lnvoice 5991-27 hours 
@ $18 +misc. supplies 
3/4 ton Pick-up, 4 days @ $83.0C 
Welding Torch, 27 hours @ 10.5C 
TOTAL AMOUNT OF COSTS: 
Comtrol Overhead (.10) 
Comtrol Profit (.10) 
TOTAL COMPLETION BACKCHARGE: 
REMAINING BALANCE IN CONTRACT:* 
LESS COMPLETION BACKCHARGE: 
AMOUNT DUE BY TRACO: 
*lncludes previous backcharges | 







































P I C K I N G T I C K E T 
b y : ' PRAXAIR DISTRIBUTION INC 
IBS'* SOUTH 31210 WEST 
SALT LAKE CITV UT 8 4 1 1 5 
CB013 4 6 7 - 5 3 4 1 
FWEJQKT CHAftOES INO OFP£C€S^ 
WARNING Transporting flammable oa^s anc o* 
hazardous matenals m an endosed van automobi e ~ 
automobile trunk «s very danaerous b*cau.c it can 
cause a fire or explosion resulting in senous mju y c 
death Read cylinder label warnings nutena <^it ^ 
data sheet and/or Safe practices bookie L 3-<E 




PO BOX 4£6 




£( j. -fj^ £*Zi *' Order Date ©1/09/Oc 




ft HI _TVmTDTDTTfUJ . ULiK-rClr I lUN. 







SHIP VIA: HILL CflLL --WNE-
OTH Z & E : 36 4 £ S : 1 
COl/PPD :-PPDKWd 
ROUTE* : 888836 
TTrfcr i nr nTY DTY 
• ULf l UX. ttu HIT 














FLAP DISC ZH 6ey 4-1/2X5/3-11 
&8GR17 *f. 
«F6 PART t;74%? 
1 UNI 74968 345 « 3S2SD . 8 148. fife- US. M 
&RIHD WHEEL 9X1/4X5/8-11 ft£4K 
*fi 
JF6 PPFT 1:26895 
2 UM 2»835 345 1 6 4R889A 1.8 6.160 6.16 
Total Weight: Subtotal •*----', 15&.7& 
Ta, : W . 3 * 
Total Salt 1S7.1Z 
COM 0221 
c cer t i fy that the a b c s nas*d s a t e r i a h are properly 
d« de^crioed, pdCh?aed. tarked dnd labeled, and are in 
edition fcr transportation according to th* applicable 
ns of the r e p a r t ^ r t of Tran^portat on. * t - i ea c * 
IPRAXAIR INVOICE 
5 1 3 - 1 / 1 S>5 
PRAXAIR DISTRIBUTION INC 
1884 SOUTH 300 WEST 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84115 
(801) 487-5341 
COMTROL INC 
PO BOX 428 
MIDVALE UT 84047-0428 
[ ©AT* \ 
0 1 / 1 7 / 0 2 
ACCT,H«X 
12771 
INVOICE KUMSCT I 
819317 
•PAYMENT DUE BY: 02 /16 /2002 
PRAXAIR DISTRIBUTION INC 
PO BOX 25477 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84125-0477 
(801) 487 -5341 
COMTROL INC 
PO BOX 428 
MIDVALE UT 84047-0428 
Tfc^fvm 4CK c OUR OftOCft NO 450657-00 |OftO€R OATt 0 1 / 1 7 345 345 345 WILL CALL MTE NET 30 
ITEM *UttB€R [OUAKTrr^ QUANTITY CYLINDERS 
pmrrgq aero 
ITEM DESCR1PIIOK UWTi UtUT PRICE I AMOUNT 
ORDERED BY RICHARD 
** LOCATION: 34(5 
UNI74940 
* * j 
101 
ENTERED BY MITCH 
FLAP DISC Ztt 40X 
40 GRIT 
4-1/2X5EA 
S h i b t b t a l 
THANK YOU FOR BUYING 





Tax 6 . 7 1 
TS PAST OUC w « x «C 0«AJ»C€D A SERVICE 
OF 1 1 0 0 9 A F I N A N C E CMAACE O F t V x 
NTM l i r X ANMUAL RATE) C* T K 
NOlMC SAIAMCE. WMlCMCVta IS GMCATEft 
TAXASUE AMOUNT 
1 0 1 . 6 0 
JNVOICE 
AMOUNT 1 0 8 . 3 1 







**•* FOR CREO«T CARO PAYMENT »-»« 
* » SEE REVERSE SlOE « * 
PLEASE PAY THIS AMOUNT 
1 0 8 . 3 1 
AMOUNT ENCLOSED 
PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO 
AND MAIL TO 
COMTROL INC 
PO BOX 428 
MIDVALE UT 84047-0428 
iI , , I , . l . . l , , . ! l . , i . I i lJ .I l . . . . l . ( l ! . . . !h. . l i . . . l ! . . . I l . . i«! 
PRAXAIR DISTRIBUTION INC 
PO BOX 25477 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84125-0477 
While Cop 
*: 0 N A C 
E t AP INDUSTRIES 
? S 300 WEST 
£63-2770 
TH SALT LAKE UT 84115 
HARDWARE, TOOLS & MATERIALS 
0 U N T N V 0 I C E NO. 232254 
D TO: 10831000 
TROL INC 
BOX ^28 
VALE UT 84047 
AM altl ORD BY:RICHARD 
SHIP TO: 
MAGNA JR HIGH SCHOOL 
7800 W 3600 SO 










INVOICE DATE 303 NO.—CUSTOMER — P. 
1/18/02 10831003 








PART NUMBER OTY ORD 
H/M DESCRIPTION 
QTY SHP OTY BKO PRK 
SHIP UNITS 
165ZWEP4414W - '( 1>/ EA ? 0 
.0301 BLADE BAND SAUM^4 T 44 "//8" BI METAL 



















REMIT TO: *IHITE CAP INDUSTRIES , ,' n , - __1 3 ^ 3 
DEPT 33020; ?0 BO": 







A\ v .0 
tf •'7 £ 
WEEKLY T I M E C A R D 
[EMPLOYEE'S N A M E 
1 OaXn ft. L£6 
JOB NAME OR NO. KIND OF WORK DONE 
N O . 
IT7/ 
S M 
WEEK E N D I N G : 
©1998 RgXFORMtt 4K409 
I 
DATE: I 
S HRS. RATE AMOUNT 
COM 0224 
WEEKLY TIME CARD ^
y L 
©1998 RHSFORtt 
E M P L LQVEE'SJblAfclE 5r*/i 









KIND OF WORK DONE 
W E E K E N D I N G : DATE: 
S HRS.HATE AMOUNT 
WEEKLVT1ME C A R P ft V&C ©1998 REFORM® 4K409 
E M P L O Y E E S N A M E 
AtdHv^ foe/' 
W E E K E N D I N G : 
IX 0) 
lf-*1~z*3 H & r > * * ^-f/rtr $)d'M 
I*?-Oft-**?- HfTfr I C&/l%cth r- 6>rrJ)f>c?{fort 
n-*t-2.*o u^c^sutch 
l^-p !-$-&& U£/<m ovf P)Cu*i*, Att<K £ 
[^ 03-403 HfiU *"iCkr Sl<\ ktuS 
n-eF-Tej ^IfftUij )A 5Lb ArfrE 
\S4 &x,r ^(^Cj / W S 












T I'li E^/v 
llN/Ok <A ^ 7 
fircil F~ 
i£& K;y+ i<c! l:~f> to\() I 





WITHHOLD I S.O.I. - I F.I.CX I HCDICARE J STATEW.H. 
n 






WEEKLY T I M E C A R D 
E=Mf*LovEE*s H * i y i 
JOB NAME OR NO. 
UVSQ •ft*** fa •*!(***& ^ ©1998 REOF0W1® 4K409 
WEEK ENDING: 
9- 7. os\ 
KIND OF WORK DONE 
lq^cl~f-<x> fl Q^p <k.(F^ut^. 
MSO 3 UlT Wit* Ccnrt^ hp e-ffU* 
l<={-Ol- £0C UTT^prt-Ary p(~ A*A,«+J 
&-C~ ft~6(^*Q B wLii P<P£ -f. r //£J£, 
fh-C~Ff-6(-'r<'o H^ttj.4- et*rA~.l<- 4j£ 
17- *3-firs 




t<?-or~w> BfMi-^ A <^(^r Arto 










MEDICARE I STATE V H 
m M 
m 




' / ; 
a m 
<? 














WEEKLY T I M E C A R D UfiC ©1998 RgXFOftfl® 4K409 
WEEK E N D I N G : E M ^ Y E E ' S K ^ M E 
/fwxr^f*"' QriU HJe* -far A& 
A«/rs &>r g*Amlfl^s; 
I <?~ <rt~ P>o B £L»A ^ jgg ^Wa > (t 
l^-affi-tar* VaktX&fH&sX;** 
M£Mfi ; fLo g~?t>d H-jBAg^=i^ Bc65igSgafcy-
/ ^ g . ? ^ flfyifi it^rt 
lT-+F~£cro ill ft< Hk -£ r \jJoOj L 
I l-oF-Cc* fl^y /fyj. C CAtilfo^ 
If-ohuC 
. I TOTAL 
^k iVf^f 
 REGULAR TIME 
TOTAL OVERTIME 
APPROVED BY: M 
DATE P A I D : CHECK HO. 
I 
W E E K L Y T I M E C A R D
 U^C <*u*A Ovk, 
[ E M P L O Y E E ' S H A . H E 1 H O . | 
MPiuAWfi™?^™*031501 
W E E K E N D H M C : 
JVBV /A Za/ 
f DATE: ~j 






















1m* Pra\*Cl\fr\ farfcY U*tl< 
SAy (fxrkk Pert*** <r p/:«<*rS 
3Zr*i*// /*W exi. ^>tb. 
Tlj<irf/f / ™ n r f w ^ <X>t+a £> 
TOTAL RECULAR TIME 
TOTAL OVERTIME 
1 APPROVED BY: 
C4-
| DATE PAID: 




















STATE W.M I 















W E E K L Y T I M E C A R D
 Uu±c ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M 2 0 0 1 ™ ^ . 0 3 1 5 0 1 
[ E M P L O Y E E ' S N A M E I H O . 
faff /Zt^ I 
j W E E K E N D I N G . 
1 Mflf /A Za/ 
[" D A T E 1 



















tky i p+kk Ad**> <r ^XHYS 
Xr<rt*t/ /7tt exi. tfkh 
Jljchff/f Arjtnd.Y&\\ CK>H>a £> 
TOTAL RECULAR TIME 
I TOTAL OVERTIME 
I APPROVED BY 
I DATE PAID 
I 
WITHHOLD s D.i I r 
t I7 5 
^ 
j — , j . - ^ 


















STATE W M 1 






















WEEKLY T I M E C A R D CL\J s 
A/arh&~i Coo It 
C 4K409 ©2001 RgXFORM® 031501 
N O . j W E E K E H D I H C : | DATE: 1 
| JOB NAME OR NO. KIND OF WORK DOME S M T W T F S HRS. RATE AMOUNT | 
\tq-lfl -*** 
l^-fif- 1*6 












£>cv ? i - tfcisj/usa <r£ 
r/^^J^if 
Stt'itLtk-tl folclml bav/Sfvj 
TOTAL RECULAR TlHE 
TOTAL OVERTIME 
I APPROVED BY: 















& 1 ?' 
r 
j 

















WEEKLY T I M E C A R D <jr,JrnT, 
[EMPLOYEE'S NAME EMPLOYEE'S NAME 
Ul/S ft Men JcrsQf^ 
JOB MAME OR HO. KIND OF WORK DONE 
N O . 





4K409 ©2001 RffilFCSM® 031501 
I JZ'/O - 00/ 































W E E K L Y T I M E C A R D
 m c <&^A r ^ r ^ p ^ W 1 9 
r ^ _.„ ,^
 A ^ ,c. "~" | N O ? I WEEK E ^ D I H C : 
©2001 REFORM® 031501 










\ ?- oi ~r<>° 
7ir^4 twfaul-
& . 


























M 1£ 'v~ 




WEEKLY T I M E C A R D
 Ul%£ 
[ E M P L O Y E E ' S N A M E N O . 1 
4K409 ©2001 RH3KKtt<s 031501 
W E E K E N O I N C : I D A T E : 




















TOTAL R ECU LAR TIME 
TOTAL OVERTIME 
1 A P P R O V E D BY: , 
I DATE P A I D : 
I 























CHECK H O . ^ j / ^y^ 
^ ^ 



















W E E K L Y T I H E ' C A R D ^ ^ ^ r ^ t/E?C 4K409 ©2001 RH3FOftM?> 031501 
E M P L O Y E E ' S N A M E 
JOBHAMEORNO. 
 N A H E . 
M O . W E E K E H D I H C : 
IZ-Z/-QQ/ 
D A T E : 
H-/7-BC/ 




/f~ » ? ^ 
I'flfri'-* it-nJ R*.L 
Y^Lj.-p/nj Ptofltffi 7kL 
7 vy. 




A P P R O V E D BY: 
OATEPAIO: 
WEEKLY T l ME C A R D Ul/$ *> 
[EMPLOYEE'S NAME f\
 A 1 N O . j 
4K409 ©2001RB3FORM® 031501 
WEEK E N D I N G : I DATE: '~1 
| JOB NAME OR HO. KIND OF WORK DONE S M T W T F S HRS. RATE AMOUNT | 
1 /f-*/-r<^! 
















UC^/ilTS £>&CXJ4 •*=*&«: 
/\£/>4 0<.>€£. &>.Su&s>l4— 






 • ' 'i' r - n n
 r £ 
TOTAL RECULAR TIME 
TOTAL OVERTIME 
j APPROVED BY: 
1 DATE PAID: 




























NET PAY I 
< * <i 
V 
4K409 ©2001ISE325? 031501 
4 P L O Y E E S N A M E 
WEEKLY TIME C A R P 
- J - ; «; HRS. RATE AHOUKT 
M T w ' , . j-, — r , — I 
W E E K L Y T I M E C A R D UW^ 4K409 ©2001RB3F0RM® 031501 






y*jsr*L' J^>oo*£> "*r/x • 
0 LE/IKJO ^'P OUTS lOi 
{ ?C£A^O Up 
M' 0U<S I H/Aj6S-(^ 
(Afi^tkifJ 




 /-j/JLrSO.t **C S' 















ZA WITHHOLD MEDICARE TOTAL EARHiHCS TOTAL DEDUCTIOHS 
DATE PAID: CHECK HO. 
V 1 
i 7i 
W E E K L Y T I M E C A R D ^ 6 y c / 7 ^ T ^ r / r ul/Sa 4K409©2001 RED(FORM®031501 
E M P L O Y E E ' S . E ' S K A M E 
S ha u//7 y^njorson 
W E E K E N D I N C : 
/ - J/-OC-2. l-?'CoX-
JOB NAME OR NO. KIND OF WORK DONE W HRS. RATE AMOUNT 
\f,o^t*t> 





1 <?-ei ~c 7-<r\ 
[<?-<>(. ?^C 
layoff Fen Htj+7iJ n».li 
Pi/ncJi l.cr rLcZti, ,~ 
tyr/lWtlcS fcr Ut.ntt'Hs'j 
TdU<pl>\JLtl lr>0t/r Po\.U<!hC«fr\ 
nirV/,.-h 
f 
t-Jfiul fio.L *r 
"yCtl/TeiL c LPCftt\sP 
'pfthFLV* 
T*Me>A<X*U t^ryr. hAl\ 















A P P R O V E D BY: £t- WITHHOLD M E D I C A R t STATE W.H. TOTAL EARHIHCS TOTAL OEOUCTIOMS 
DATE PAID. K H O . / 
COM 0234 
WEEKLY TIME CARD LCi/$^ 4K409©2001 REDCFORM®031501 
7?i 
E M P L O Y E E ' S N A M E ~ NO. r W E E K E N D I N G : T b A T E : ~~~ \ 


















QL&/^*J& \J ? Cur^S /& £ 1 
0 <-£./*rJ£> U? 
f/ovB 7 Ay//v<rcs. 
/os/^L- J^OC/^S A ^ r i / 0 
Met,*. £(**$ /r^rj^^l TPfic ffLk 
^ f t / i J r ^ L . u ^ n n . ^ - A — ^ ^ J f ^ 
*r*~* u> g&i&dM 
TOTAL REGULAR TIME 
TOTAL OVERTIME 
| APPROVED BY: 
I DATE PAID: 
V
 n—, ,—,—r . 










































E M P L O Y E E ' S N 
JOi 
tttss ^ 4K409 ©2001 REOFOWj® 031501 
frttAME 22 OR NO. 
W E E K E N D I N C : 
KIND OF WORK DONE 








4vf t/Art ^  Hadutarz-
APPROVED BY: 
DATE P A I D : 
fa 6 
& %* 
W E E K L Y T I M E C A R D / ^ 5 t a W f /wife*-
 o r j 5 w w S ^409 020oiBaE9ffij«03isoi 
E M P L O Y E E ' S N A M E j H O . W E E K E N D I N G : 1 D A T E : ] 
jOBKAMEORfco. KIND OF WORK DOKE S M T W T F S KRS. RATE AMOUKT I 
/<?- * / - « r » 
J * - 4/~r^4 
*?~ * r - f > I 
tf-ffil*Ml 















Unid tyt\\\ 4 T*4*/l Jtv*f*£\ 
tool? £U*> h#tidr»>\'Z*\o Ri<L 
X K ^ H /1/<X< IU.H/6+W 
*r$wcflq / ^ / A ^ k „ * , W | ^T\i/cv 
TOTAL RECULAR TlME 
TOTAL OVERTIME 
I APPROVED BY; 
I DATE PAID: 
W I T H H O L D . S-DJ. 
r 
W 






































j / " 
m 






Jff&nrA 4K409 @200lRg(Fa?f1 





WEEKLY T I h££ C A R D #*/^ stul^Tc^f^ 
H O . I 
& f -
4K409 ©2001 RECXFOftrt % 031501 
W E E K E N D I N O : 
MM* 
D A T E : \ 













M&/6 l»'.d»j ^v&W/fr ' j 1 
^in . i y1 i ^ j T -rj j p i1 ' j / m i = 
_
 }
'*™^ \ J L* J J 1 ¥"+•** ILJ i ii.f.1 g/i 








r F i 













if r\/-\ ~. ^. 












r * W . 
rTILJ^'Ut^T L ' ^  W " j l i f.l'j_ I | M I M J , J 
IC./V1ASO O P H/lf^O/ztA/L'/AXr All 
TOTAL RECULAR TIME 
TOTAL OVERTIME 
/ * - -





















1 STATE W.H. 

















WEEKLY T I M E C A R D t /^ f 
E M P L O Y E E ' S N A M E i~\ t/\ 
^> 
M O . 1 
4K409 ©2001 REFORM® 031501 
W E E K E H D I H C : j D A T E : | 
JOB NAME OR NO. KIND OF WORK DONE S M T W T F S HRS. RATE AMOUNT | 













ri^ue lO^c^^ S^TOP } MtfiKAil 
f}£wrp21- TT-ji^jarrfrji j^^^iA/T^ _ ^ 4
 r ^ s ^ i 
/Ajsr/ii- /*i/*«J&f*'H^ 
TOTAL REGULAR TIME 
TOTAL OVERTIME 
1 APPROVED BY: , 
1 DATE PAID: 































~ — • 1 1 1 r-ifc: C A R D ucsc 
[ E M P L O Y E E S N A M E 
L_ £t«r^no 6x>fi 
| JOBHAMEORHO. 
\tf- Of- 6T* 
\/f^ »<r, AM 
1 APPROVED BY: 
J DATE PAID: 
s %J '** 
N O . [ 
tU& T&* &** w H 
WEEK E N D I N C : 


















ki*i>e £*c*d.r4d x*& SiL 
st^rJ^r^-f^fp^^^Jjd 
TOTAL RECULAR TIME 
TOTAL OVERTIME 












STATE W . H . 










W E E K L Y T I M E C A R D
 W S C s W ^ t c^W r^^S l >^409©2001 REOTORM 0^31501 
EMPLOYEE'S N A M E 1 N O . 1 ^ WEEK E N D I N C : j D A T E : ] 
£^ JOB NAME OR HO. KIHD OF WORK DONE S M T W T F S HRS. RATE AMOUNT | 
^J)T iqJtf.OtD 












MtVC (Hc&> kanAnol\ Tub telA^A 
Tn<Utl £/*<<, kfi^ru\\ 
TOTAL REGULAR TIME 
TOTAL OVERTIME 
| APPROVED BY: . 
1 DATE PAID: 




















NET PAY i_J 
COM 0239 
.. ~. . .r-w,,. n «, IC^JI itdHito wcu IU icuc i^ \-wcuIJ ~»ay o iHappci wigs m eacn aepanmem ana must be made upv conctse but comprehensive manner. The Original 
; to go to the Office each day. a copy to remain on trie job. In the body of this Diary state clearly the clay's events, such as difficulties encountered in obtaining materials or 
Jbor, break-downs to plant or equipment, inclement weather or other construction progress set-backs or delays. If conditions have been favorable, so state. Then hst 
oreman on the job with number of men and state what his gang is doing on this date Also list all sub-contractors working on the job and give total men employed and 
tate what they are doing. Crafts not bsted below may be written in the spaces provided m blank If additional blank lines are needed for our employees use reverse side 
A T COMTROL, Inc. %ST7,fO 
DAILY JOB DIARY * REPPfTT&U?.' 
>l, Inc. Payroll 
\an 
No. 
Weather: ^ J C ^ : - ^ 
-J& 'J***1 
JAW i 4 2002 
CQMlHQUftfo, nter Foreman 
nters % ffw- ^ ° T W ^ 
h e / to Foreman 
? 
Work accomplis d day: 
"2 *JL 5fS 
it Finishers 
xeman 












*h ~/i /*4ff4rrr/+ 
Jh. 
/ XffitPrfkvr 7* n&nJTXf bldf- *rvd hr**^! -J7'Tfrl. lc7?<< f fff"f ^l+rtn. _L£_ 
omtrot. Inc. Men X Difficulties in obtaining materials, labor or sub-contractors, or other delays: iub-Contractors Men 4X pi****, F ^T+mTrsr K*n- h+*r 
ten on Job r* 
)l Equip on Job Today Breakdowns on plant or equipment: 
2 
a t e
^ / ^ , $<*n<ls*&\ 
&* wtJ( BACKCHARGES (To Whom) REASON (Describe Our Costs) 




G^orA^n \T^A iMtrfcru 
Set B^f^^j^4( .hrf-




7- EQUIPMENT RENTED TO COMTROL 
Idmg 
rs 
EQUIPMENT NAME OWNER No. Of Hrs. Rate REASON 
ItrtTteb-/rfrp  ^fgZWfl HZ 
T- S i 2 s W r # ~ _ EQUIPMENT RENTED BY COMTROL 
W ^ - £TTLZt>>r/75±. EQUIPMENT NAME RENTED TO No ot Hrs. Rate REASON 
WEEKLY T I M E C A R D 
EMPLOYEE'S N A M E U.\)<£ ^uA**. rftyfa ^pansil* e i & 9 8 *^gg*>«> 4K409 
I H O - I W E E K t H D I M C : I D A T E - . 
APPROVED BY: 


















WEEKLY T I M E C A R D tl(S-5 
[ E K W . O Y E E ' $ N A M E 
o 
M O . I 
4K409 ©2001REOFORM - 03 
W E E K E N O I N C : 
1501 
I ///f/AiZ-. I 
| JOB NAME OR HO. KIND OF WORK DONE S M T W T F S HRS. RATE AMOUNT | 
(//)<&%2 














TOTAL RECULAR TIME 
, TOTAL OVERTIME 
1 APPROVED 8Y: 



















C O M 0941 j * • * A ,*-
WEEKLY T I M E C A R D 
I M O . W E E K E H D I H C : 
L4K409 ©2001 RH*FQRMr., 031501 
EMPLOYEE'S N A M E 
6r y&L j2oiC 
WEEK I : 
5an. FL -Zoo?. 
D A T E : 




it- tL '&WS 
£tif-^° 
^Sc2 l :T*£ 
O^fe/f - * * / ? 
Xr'Siy/f *:£&>/&*<!/* 
JjfAtM gl**S Wn&ntl 
\Z<<kfl *K%vr*\l 
























<£d WITHHOLD MEDICARE TOTAL EARNIMCS TOTAL OEDOCTIOHS 
DATE PAID: CHECK HO. 





W E E K L Y T I M E C A R D „ ^ * , * * ^ ^ 
E M P L O Y E E ' S N A M E 
Br 







j A P P R O V E D BY: 
| DATE P A I D : 
vw &>k 
H O . 1 
s*h**sM' 409 ©2001 RH3FORM® 031501 
W E E K E N D I N G : 
3w. rf> 7007. 
| D A T E : ] 
1














2P+ / / 
XsTfa// gl^5<i / f ^K l^mt l 
J^fctf S-kxYrtul 
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EMPLOYEE'S N A M E H O . 
•3<\v\.2S" ZodZ. 
JOB NAME OR NO. 
1 APPROVED BY: 
| DATE PAID: ~ " 
KINDOFWORKDONE 
U X M S W / Jlett l>i«*idra.\\ 
B I 
• 
• B B 
B fl 
M TOTAL REGULAR TIME 
Q TOTAL OVERTIME 
/ • £ -
WITHHOLD S.DJ. 
S M T W T F 
F X O u 
<\ *£ 1 
I KEDICARE STATE W.M. 
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> to go to the Office each day a copy to remain on the job In the body of this Dary state clearly the davs events such as difficulties encountered in obtaining materials or 
jbor. break-downs to plant or equipment, inclement weather or other construction progress set-backs or delays U conditions have been favorable so state Then hst 
oreman on the job with number of men and state what fus gang is doing on this date Also list all sub-contractfrspolvrjt* f&P\ a n c l 0™e to ta f m e n employee and 
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*rs ? it Finishers 
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^iSr&r /Iffl 
ikr/rf^n EkXL JUL 
Jomtrol, Inc. Men Difficulties in obtaining materials, labor or sub-contractors, or other delays: 
I Sub-Contractors Men IX-
I Men on Job JUL 
trol Equip on Job Today Breakdowns on plant or equipment: 





-X. BACKCHARGES (To Whom) | REASC 
4 wAA fff^t 
ON (Describe Our Costs) 
±»« frTA^Js. UL X, <-/Wf 6-Us *<^. &d ** 
Gun Rnf^^eKlT^ 
sit/Level fo^rfr* 
(r-l*i( $j*tf--£xf*&tt d nSet -fUttt&z- &± 
Hammer % ^V/i^'/rS itrmi <n =sL 
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2=^ EQUIPMENT RENTED TO COMTROL 
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COM 0249 
ADDENDUM B 
Complete Copy of Defendant's Trial Exhibit 38 
WSU VISUAL ARTS CENTER 
COMPLETION BACKCHARGE 









































































Crane-4 hrs @ $120 
Crane-4 hrs @ $120 
Crane-1 hr@$120 
Crane-3-1/2 hrs @ $120 
Crane-1 hour© $120 
I Crane-1.5 hrs @ $120-John Lee 
TC 
Crane-2-1/2 hrs @ $120 
Crane-1-1/2hrs@$120 
Crane-7 hrs @ $120 
Crane-2 hrs @ $120 




Crane-7-1/2 hrs @ $120 
Crane-7-1/2 hrs @ $120 
Crane-4-1/2 hrs @ $120 
| Crane-4-1/2 hrs @ $120 
Crane-3-1/2 hrs @ $120 
Crane-2-1/2 hrs @ $120 
Crane-2 hrs @ $120-Move 
Precast Wall 
Install steel columns around H.M.-
17hrs@$50.6'8 
Crane-2-1/2 hrs @ $120 
Crane-3hrs@$120 
3 hours cut angle @ $50.68/hr. 
13 hours cut angles @ $50.68/hr. 
4 hours cut angle 3rd floor @ 
$50.68/hr. 
7 hours cut angle 3rd floor 
Remove Steel for Drywall - 2 hrs 
@ $50.68 
Installed Guard Rails-4 hours @ 
$50.68 
Handrall-3 hours @ $50.68 
Set tilt up wall-3 hours @$50.68 
Handrail-3 hours @ $50.68 
Mezzanine Rails, Stand up wall 
panels, 5.5 hours @ $50.68 
Install Door Frame #105-2 hours 
@ $50.68 
Install handrail-3rd floor-2 hours @ 
$50.68 
Install Raifs-1 hour @ $50.68 | 
Fasten cloud cables-seismic | 
bracing Room #114-6 hours @ 
$50,68 
Installed cloud cables-six hours @ 
$50.68 
Weld Angle in lobby-2 hours @ 
$50.68 
Bracing for cupboard, field weld 
brackets, field weld sink brackets, 
20 hours @ $50.68 — J 
Cutting overhang sheeting-3 hours I 
@$50.68 
Reinstall braces to correct wrongs, 
reinstall handrail that fell-26 hours 










John Lee Timecard for week 















John Lee Timecard for Week 
Ending 12/7/01 
J. Alejandro Gonzalez R. 
12/17/01 TC-17 hours 
Invoice 314831 
Invoice 314832 
Enrique Morales P Timecard for 
(week ending 8/24/01 
Hugo Enrique M. Timecard for 
week ending 8/24/01 
Arturo Soto Gomez Timecard for 
week ending 9/7/01 
J. Alejandro Gonzalez R. TC 
9/7/01 
John R. Lee TC 11/9/01-2 hours 
Roy Lee TC 11/16/01 
John R. Lee TC 11/16/01-3 hours 
Enrique Morales P. 11/16/01 TC-
3 hours 
Hugo Enrique M. Timecard for 
weekending 11/12/01 
Roy Lee TC 11/23/01 
Burt Merrill TC 11/24/01 
Darin Farr TC 11/23/01 
Roy Lee TC 11/30/01 
Roy Lee TC 1/11/02 
Roy Lee TC 1/18/02 
Burt Merrill TC 2/1/02 
Michael Murphy TC 1/2/02 
Hugo Enrique M. TC 2/8/02 
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WSU VISUAL ARTS CENTER 
COMPLETION BACKCHARGE 





































Repaired stair rails, repaired lobby 
stairs-5 hours @ $50.68 
Steel in stairs-3 hours @ $50.68 
Work on elevator-2 hours @ 
$50.68 
Elevator handrail-15.5 hours 
@$50.68 
Bracing for countertops-3 hours @ 
$50.68 
Elevator landing rails-6.5 hours @ 
$50.68 
Install structural steel-3 hours 
@$50.68 
Install lighting track/light bar-4 
hours @ $50.68 
Install structural steel-3 hours 
@$50.68 
Welding Angle for Traco-2 hours 
@ $50.68 
Shim Stair-2 hours @$50.68 
Handrail, elevator work, 7.5 hours 
@ $50.68 
Elevator Screen, 9 hours @ 
$50.68 
Work on gates, 4 hours @ $50.68 
Install kiln gates, 18.5 hours @ 
$50.68 
Installing gates, 24 hours @ 
$50.68 
Installed elevator screens, gates, 
35 hours @ $50.68 
Install elevator screens, kiln gates, 
14 hours @ $50.68 
Weld elevator screens, 8 hours @ 
$50.68 
Install elevator screens, 5.5 hours 
@ $50.68 
Install elevator panels, revise roof 
parapet due to beam installed at 
wrong elevation, 14 hours @ 
$50.68 
Lecture hall gate, punch list 
welding items, elevator screens, 
19 hours® $50.68 
Revisions to parapet roof, install 
elevator screens, 11.5 hours @ 
$50.68 
Install Metal Elevator, 7.5 hours @ 
$50.68 
Elevator Screens, 4.5 hours @ 
$50.68 
Elevator screens, 14.5 hours @ 
$50.68 
Elevator screens, 17 hours @ 
$50.68 
Elevator Screens, 19.5 hours @ 
$50.68 
Elevator Screens, 10.5 hours @ 
$50.68 
Helped Gorden weld elevator 
screen, 2 hours @ $50.68 
Helped Gorden with welding, rail 




Roy Lee TC 2/8/02 
Burt Merrill TC 2/8/02 
John Lee TC 2/8/02 
John Lee TC 2/15/02 
Michael Murphy TC 2/15/02 
Roy Lee TC 2/15/02 
Arturo Soto Gomez Timecard for 
week ending 2/22/02 
Roy Lee TC 2/22/02 
Hugo Enrique M. TC 2/22/02 
Burt Merrill TC 2/22/02 
John R. Lee TC 3/1/02 
John R. Lee TC 3/8/02 
Hugo Enrique M. TC 3/8/02 
John R. Lee TC 3/15/02 
Bobby Kirk TC 3/15/02 
Roy Lee TC 3/15/02 
Bobby Kirk TC 3/22/02 
Roy Lee TC 3/22/02 
Burt Merrill TC 3/22/02 
Arturo Soto Gomez TC 3/29/02 
Miguel Angel Soza TC 3/29/02 
Roy Lee TC 3/29/02 I 
J. Alejandro Gonzalez 3/29/02 j 
Hugo Enrique M. 3/29/02 TC 
Bobby Kirk TC 3/29/02 
Arturo Soto Gomez TC 4/5/02 
Bobby Kirk TC 4/5/02 
Roy Lee TC 4/5/02 
Hugo Enrique M TC 4/5/02 
Bobby Kirk TC 5/3/02 
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WSU VISUAL ARTS CENTER 
COMPLETION BACKCHARGE 
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J _ DESCRIPTION 
Install brackets on lobby beam, 4.5 
hours @ $50.68 hours 
Bolt & Nut Supply Co.-lnvoice 
68236 
United States Welding-Invoice 
18979 
United States Welding-Invoice 
18780 
United States Welding-Delivery 
Ticket 545736 
United States Welding-Invoice 
United States Welding-Invoice 
Praxair-Order No. 716584-00 
Welding-Gorden Johansen Invoice 
No. 5997- for work from 1/4/02 to 
1/28/02-29 hours @ $18 and misc. 
^expenses 
29 hours welding torch @ 
$10.50/hr. 
4 days 3/4 ton pickup @ $83.00 / 
day 
Welding-Gorden Johansen Invoice 
No. 907655 
Welding-Gorden Johansen Invoive 
No. 5994 for work from 2/6 to 
2/12/02-
Welding-Gorden Johansen Invoice 
No. 5995 for work from 2/13 to 
2/19-37 hours @ $18 /hr. + misc. 
expenses 
37 hours welding torch @$10.50 
5 days 3/4 ton pickup @ 
$83.00/day 
Welding-Gorden Johansen Invoice 
No. 5996 for work from 2/20/02 to 
2/26/02-24 hours @ $18/hr + misc. 
expenses 
24 hours welding torch 
@$10.50/hr 
3 days pickup @ $83.00/day 
Welding-Gorden Johansen Invoice 
No. 5998 for work from 3/6/02 to 
3/12-38 hours @ $18/hr + misc. 
expenses 
38 hours welding torch @ 10.50/hr 
5 days 3/4 ton pickup @ 
$83.00/day 
Welding-Gorden Johansen Invoice 
No. 5999 for work from 3/13 to 
3/19/02-43 hours @ $18/hr + misc. 
expenses 
43 hours welding torch @ 
$10.50/hr. 
5 days 3/4 ton pickup @ 
$83.00/day 
Welding-Gorden Johansen Invoice 
No. 6000 for work from 3/20 to 
3/26/02-45 hours + misc. 
expenses 
45 hours welding torch 
@$10.50/hr 
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CRANE 
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COMPLETION BACKCHARGE 















































Welding-Gorden Johansen Invoice 
No. 907651-32 hours @ $18/hr. + 
expenses 
32 hours welding torch @10.50/hr. 
4 days 3/4 ton pickup @ $83.00 / 
day 
Welding-Gorden Johansen Invoice 
No. 907652-for work from 4/4 to 
4/11/02-43 hours @ $774.00 + 
expenses 
43 hours welding torch @ 
$10.50/hr. 
6 days 3/4 ton pickup @ $83.00 
per day 
Welding-Gorden Johansen Invoice 
907654-for work on 4/19/02-4 
hours @ $18.00 
4 hours welding torch @ 10.50/hr. 
1 day 3/4 ton pickup @ $83.00 per 
day 
Welding-Gorden Johansen Bill for 
work from 4/12/02 to 4/24/02- 35.5 
hours @ $18.00/hr. 
35.5 hours welding torch @ 
$10.50 per hour 
5 days 3/4 ton pickup @ 
$83.00/day 
Welding-Gordon Johanson Invoice 
No 907656-work on on 4/25 and j 
4/26/02-13 hours + supplies 
13 hours welding torch @ 
$10.50/hr. 
2 days 3/4 ton pickup @ 
$83.00/day 
United States Welding 
United States Welding 
United States Welding 
Layton Roofing Backcharge for 
Damage by Traco 
TOTAL AMOUNT OF COSTS: 
Comtrol Overhead (.10): 
Comtrol Profit (.10): 
TOTAL COMPLETION 
BACKCHARGE: 




GOS SETTLEMENT CREDIT-less 
than or equal to: 
AMOUNT DUE COMTROL BY 
TRACO- Range [ 
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A P P R O V E D BY: WITHHOLD 






CITY, STATE, ZIP 
314803 
SHIP TO 1 
ADDRESS 
CITY, STATE, ZIP 
CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO. (SALESPERSON (TERMS IF.O.B. iDfilE
 iy* ^~" n # 1 I I I \9-/&W/ 1 
I f l i i •'" "7 °ri1 O C.rtNL ur\d. 
/ , s<S^S} *\ <^'{S>f0 1 f))/? tot IfdW ~>IL^I >AU] 
/ 
3HK crff/Ati Stiff/ 
/H/ ?rT?7rf' t//tis>/tJ6?/ S)e<°/ 
\S 
T * / 
^ ^ -^7. hiS? 
/ L^ -"" 
REGE^ 
nrt' \ ^ 
GOWJH 
rU\ it m^ 
itu ; 
m\ ! 
\\ IMC* ju liw 
fc^m 
J





CITY, STATE, ZIP 
SHIP TO 
ADDRESS 1 
CITY, STATE, ZIP 
CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO. 1 SALESPERSON I TERMS 1 F.O.B. 1 DAtt ^ y „ ~ ~ 1 
I I I \W~U-JjDOf \ /) -<r 1 i saw. we. 
-"<"*/"> S0*) * S\ s*>~j^ - f ^ - ^ 1 
fet TMCJQ s/ezi inc. 
s . _ _ _ . _ 
/ / / / $e7 do/own /£>/ f/ocK doc){ 
1 / ^ / 
-^Z'JL ^ r : 
r r r
















CITY, STATE, ZIP 
SHIP TO ~~ j 
ADDRESS 
CITY, STATE. ZIP 
CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO. (SALESPERSON 1 TERMS IF.O.B. [DATE . , 1 
I I I \/DJI-2/Yll 1 
_.. ... -//..I tf^L_T >-v. 
fjRhih vmt. 
•* • S" \ • 
fyrK&o sfte.h*f, 
Seffrm Sl<uCJu1Rl t)&tl 
'V Re/efifo>j flfetf 






INVOICE RECEIVED 314809 
ISOLD TO 
ADDRESS 
CITY, STATE, ZIP 
^ OCT 3 1 2001 | 
ADDRESS 
r.cxr&OLINrv 
CITY. STATE, ZIP 
CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO. (SALESPERSON 1 TERMS JF.O.B. (DATE Ct 1 
I I I w-M-J/n) 1 
1 
n -f i.raM. nnr. 
/H/ 7e.(ff/f7i))ezMRM.efrfoA/ fire# 
- ^  Vi^T 







CITY, STATE, ZIP 
CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO. 





NOV 5 0 ?001 
.0 
CITY, STATE, ZIP 1 
^ ^ M T Q n i (MO 1 
TERMS F B I S ? " ' * * * v • " " ' * 
} / . ^"T 
h j f ^ y'si., / / / / / { -
/»/ / f e j T uyeJrlim TA/S. 
I s^/ 
!^ y-/^ < SrTfthici sltusftttalsTecJ 
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LOYjg£'S N A M E | WEEK E N D I N G : 
JOB NAME OR HO. 
Z£21 
KIND OF WORK DONE W S HBS. RATE AMCUKI 
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?/ - 0/. 700 
Pfff faf dfiNtfejt, 
WPco &fa6 fat's trtoe 
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KINO OF WORK DONE 
fWftfjfatcteTt 
WMfrfCO ffittf fa#s LL 
r/e&/ off mf *f 
4-eV 4fev of 
\rtdjp. MfiYePL mo/c/f 
)h 
W/T 











CITY. STATE, ZIP 
31U813 
SHIP TO RECEtVfcu— 1 
ADDRESS
 Q C T $ ^ m 
CITY, STATE, ZIP _ , . ^ . ^ ^ 
COM I HOLING 
CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO 1 SALESPERSON ITERMS IF.OB (DATE ^ ^ " 1 
P -» ,' ^ , ,, / V ^ / A 1/ir/r. 
,S^ ^s* | 
fetVZC.0 . ?)(>/>A Ur. 
— ^ 
5d777/V'4 Ste&l£3tf SfetY JouJef 
d h£fr/ / - /W /# / / r /V i*w7"~ 
' ^r ^ — - ^ 
/^/7 /A. Hrf A 
f ^o/^c " j 






foiwm o?f.) r>„ 
Cjeffim sTef.i'/A/ /{rfrPI?^ fltP.fi '/t /if Vo-2*-
t wlrrtfJ lYur k <rfcr I ^ihp< 97 tiy \<0'2£-






CTTY, STATE. ZIP 
SHIPTO ^ C H W ^ ~ ~ 1 
ADDRESS
 NOM 2 0 200\ 
CITY, STATE. ZIP .
 / x | | K t r , 
CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO (SALESPERSON JTERMS H W k " [DATE 1 I . I 1 \fl-3-1m) I 
/7 ^ sf* ^ * 
IJHNh / / / / / O 
MltMf) Get) Inc. 
•To £>/?$ 
hhiSliA/Q Tube.'; fa fthWv 
«/ fc($.rffo» fffr.ff ' 















CITY, STATE. ZIP 
CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO SALESPERSON 
SHIP TO 
ADDRESS 
CITY STATE, ZIP 
TERMS poa 
RECEIVED Wr/-M 
jrint !*mc NOV?02001 
foY 7/2fif) tie£l LNC. COMlTRQLINb, 
on/nsW tfet/ /J?f><r '/ZJHk 
f/nrtVxj Sfetf Tube 5" M fi'h'NJ /'A MS 
s 






SHIP TO RECEIVED 
ADDRESS NOV 2 0 2001 
CITY, STATE, ZIP CITY, STATE, ZIP COMTftOL INC 
CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO 
fd 1ff&> Kfce.l Zir.. 
/&K////4 <fcf.l T^he. S~ /£/ ffltt/Q 
/A/fas effort tfraa 7 Z^ \/MsJ 
77T LrJf> uP flofik with £l#fj tubes 
1« go R?s>.k 1r> /!•/!<'<T ('hut Wt 
'A s 






CITY, STATE, ZIP 
^ 5 RiGSiVED 
ADDRESS N(jv 2 U 2001 " ~1 
CITY. STATE. Z.P Q Q W I T R O L I N O | 
CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO. [SALESPERSON (TERMS IF.O.B. (DATE — " " I 
/ ) * * . - ( ^Z.AA/l 
LKctilC lll'lts 
.*< .-- . fof Wo tfefl uc 
HnfeTfm s7et/ 7ubr< fof fi'ft'Nv 
/A/ feceP/io* /?/&? " 1 
















CITY. STATE, ZIP 
SHIP TO ~ 1 
ADDRESS 
CITY, STATE. ZIP 
CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO. (SALESPERSON 1 TERMS IF.O.B. IDATE . - , ^ , 1 I I I \n-?)-3mi 1 
/) , <<l 1 i. rank nm^ \ 
faft3£Q ffrfj iNt* 
S<=TJ?A;Q <?fcfj'Tohtt in- RrtzfTfotf 
tfrdl PejMP.ncnTh/ ' , 
'W^^B^g%m^8d=&i f 
• ^kg^tebkB^gte^? \ 
^r 












/ / * OO ~J^J iHFF5 RECEIVED" 
ADDRESS ADDRESS 
NOV 2 0 2001 
CITY. STATE, ZIP CITY, STATE, ZIP 
CQMTRQLINC. 
CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO. SALESPERSON TERMS DATE 
4° 
//-7-2ca) 
\rrittt lime. fUr'^ 
fa 'I tat a Wee. I Jus. 








^ , g » t t - < 
X . -A u>g' „U •*' 
T ^ 
~ 
> ^ ^ ' 
EAdams T5080 
INVOICE RECEIVED 3U822 
SOLD TO SHIP TO 
NOV ? Q ?0Q| 
ADDRESS ADDRESS 
COMTRQLiMc, CITY, STATE, ZIP CITY, STATE, ZIP 
CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO SALESPERSON TERMS F.O.B. DATE Lt£zMJ 
r<wf. lime-
foY lram OeeJ I**.. 
HoXhW* steeJ fr.Yfte.cePTJbMfifdJ nj 
77/* £ fn hP B*fiAPha/cjeJ 7b ±m \ 
6of*S d)fU*Q Tvc.f 
CAdams T5080 




CITY, STATE, ZIP 
nr-r* 
314821 
SHIP TO " HteciYTZD 1 
ADDRESS
 N 0 V 2 0 2001 
onv. STATE.
 aP QQMTROL I N C 1 
CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO (SALESPERSON (TERMS JF.OB IDATE 1 




fof 1/3C0 <1^e1 £ v ^ 
Hoti7?A:a <7Z/>/farfif.fcPlZ>*i 0/e.ff / 
fi'Mf. fo Mr. fafkskara&I To f 
faff ti)elrfihQ ZuC. ? \ 
V 
A 










' "' ! / 
EAdams T5080 





NOV ? o ?nni 
CQMTRQLINC. CITY, STATE, ZIP CITY, STATE, ZIP 
CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO SALESPERSON TERMS F.OB DATE 
I/-I5-~1M1 
tjfat /;/???. 
foiTfadO <JC£l 7no. 
Scl7?M S/a*.l luh^ /V reception 








CITY. STATE, ZIP 
pPr,,vFn 31W26 
SHIP TO 1 
ADDRESS NOV 2 U 2001 
OTY. STATE. z.P Q Q M 1 ftOL 1N(J-
CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO. (SALESPERSON |TERMS IF.O.B IDATE ,
 y _ 1 
/ ) . -T^ r i,raNf-. bme. 
.w TrxcB • <le. t i rur. 
£tf„PpS3hi6t stfP«Lt3iTiua/1 
-• * 





SOLD TO SHIP TO 
ADDRESS ADDRESS NUV 2 0 2001 
CITY, STATE, ZIP CITY, STATE, ZIP GOMTftOLiNC. 
CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO SALESPERSON TERMS F.OB T-x-m' 
JMi 
/ in -p-I 
M V3CD Sled r«s. 
~h 
,^>/^W/// 7 7 * 22 <{ llYl 
/ ! 
~7 




ISOLD TO twv—«i- w -—— 
n t f l T D A I I M O 
ADDRESS G O W ^ r t U L i N ^ ' 




CITY, STATE, ZIP 
CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO. [SALESPERSON 1 TERMS (F.O.B. |DATE, ^ t l 
1 .1 1 \'Jl-lfL3*)\ 
1 
/ - -7 / ^ 1 dy + S* S\ 
utriNr, /////c-
_ 
&/1/MO <lerJ" IA*.. 
ttTuPrtMii KTftrsAinjja// 
. 2 ^ 




f^rW K r\r\ A r\ 
WEEKLY TIME C A R D | / / ^ / fl/fc £OjJe{ 
E M P L O Y E E ' S N A M E | 1 mo. 
4K409 ©2001 RSDtFORM® 031501 
| W E E K E N D I H C : 
1 /2-9-2M) | D A T E : ~"~ 
1 JOBKAHEORHO. KIHD OFWORKDOKE _ S M T W T F S HRS. RATE AMOUNT 1 
<Pr -tf-tto 
Lv-*/. Sbo 












0-eN dew of 
move. Pre r.atfluzl) 
TOTAL REGULAR TIME 
TOTAL OVERTIME 
hm j trfkTE P A I D : WITHHOLD s.o.1. I r 
1 \8\8\ 
?y (rr I 












STATE W.H. ] 







' » V - t l 
n 
! / ;9 / 
L 





T t t 
D i , , . . . / 
W E E K L Y T I M E C A R D (JUfi Las S 1/jJtt/JtrsJq 4K409 02001 Rgs^osisoi 




CITY. STATE. ZIP 
SHIP TO 
ADDRESS 
CITY. STATE. ZIP 




JjJ/Jt '&& •BECr 8 2001 
C0MT8QUtyCl 
fa' ifdtr, '"ieJ rfl,/>. 
UttiTfv* VtfJ fcf f^CPph'cA/ fiYe$ _ 




DEC 2 & 2001 
ADDRESS 
. ^ K A T Q O L I N C — 
CITY. STATE. ZIP Q U W 1 l 1 W 
CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO. 
SHIP TO 
ADDRESS 
CITY, STATE, ZIP 
SALESPERSON TERMS 
f Jh/Ji- //me. 















WEEKLY TIME CARD ©1998 REaFOftM® 4K409 
[ E M P L O Y E E ' S N A M E WEEK E N D I N G : 
JOB NAME OR NO. KINDOFW0RKD0NE HRS. RATE AMOUNT I 
P/-OA £ZO 0 ****** ^ Wfarfly/ty 
*/-*c /o ? U^AU JJT% 
\ j CbKCffis -toy CoL 
£s_ 1 
V ¥ 









[ H J O C 
Ml 
STATE W . H . 
*w\ 
CHECK HO. 
. W E E K L Y T I M E C A R D 
r y e g ? £ <sAstt>££*ffy 
©1998 REOFORM® 4K40J 
E M P L O Y E E ' S N A H E 




H O . 
|67 V 3 
WEEK END1NC: D A T E : 
ffZftCO STFFC cW/ i^ r t f 
B/9 H / f ^ S *°fr<f*.r 
\Sti+i/vv GKfoeS ioi 
Sfpc ^ / ? c n P 5/hF 
*
a
* / * S 
i i u c o yDUUr o # '•y^v' 


























WEEKLY TIME C A R P ^ W VWgPS \T$ 
I — "I """" I u o i WPEK 
©1998 REDFORM® 4K409 
f E M P L O Y E t j H O . 
EEK EHD1HC: 
L?A 03 dot-
JOBNAMEORNO. KIND OF WORK DONE 
Zr£d -oJ 
HRS; RATE AMOUKT 
fa,! I ttfrf, TcP f p % f a p 
>f=TTWfi friyfopg ^> 
^ f <-^> :fr4^H^r<H^ 
f P r i M A f •<; -V 'S iPd 
^ /^/.jfOft B VO o fZ i<5_ 
^/- d3.?7f H^^vJCtO 
APPROVED BY: 
DATE PAID: CHECK HO. [4\/^ UTW(jfr-
WEEKLY TIME C A R D \ lO I I 1 ,,s «° 1 
> - <?i?.75Z> 
>/~t>l.s6/~ 
4K409 
?t.or.2*t Br.,y fl. (, <; ^ - / ^ 
a/'Ql./*^ Ul 
/AI4OI hfrfa RfittkfihAk &9 












W E E K L Y T I M E C A R P (jJalar- c3 . 'Z /XJ /^SI 9^ 
>LgYEE'^AME ~^ J J~^ 7 T ] NO. J WEEK^MD^C: (/ 
©1998 REOF0RM® 4K409 
COM 0056 
WEEKLY T IME CARD j/fc/J 7*1 flf/_5 CerflCf 4Moa e2001 EBESBB* 031501 
l^rf,&~± 
WEEKLY T I M E C A R D 
| E M P L O Y E E ' S N A M E 
I— K * y /-<?<? 
J O B NAME OR M6. K.HD OF WORK DOME 
N O . 
^.QV./O> 
?f- t> 3 >o</ 
X-6/. 2<st 
•2-4 - oC . /eo 
J' - ^5 ?e ^ 
_J/'OX / '>-
| WEEK E N D I N G : 
T 
4 K 4 0 9 ©2001@IFgg j® 031501 
•g t^MlJ pk^ ..
 r r,l M J 
y<K^xVr.;\ u n^U, 
^ ^ L ^ ^ ^ l A ^ 
^^^^rs^r 
mcL EL 
STATE W.H. TOTAL EARNINGS 
TOTAL DEDUCTIONS 
NET PAY 
WEEKLY T I M E C A R D \Ztiu#/ tfs/s ^eA//ey^mm'"^^^^^so\ 
IPLQXCE'S N A M E - WEEK E N D I N C : 
If?JI //-//r.jfra/ 
JOB NAME OR HO. KIND OF WORK DONE S M T W T F S HRS. RATE AMOUNT 
<fj2f&^&m£. £-1-0/.706 
£•;-£>5 z*^ 
> / - <?/• *><><• 
j>/-* / . -7*0 
«>/' 0 I- p p£> 
?/'0 £.>{*> 
APPROvetvey^ / /jl 




V.) of UrzttfA ^> 
yiMtoit ram 7i< 






























Oft* J?.- £&L 
WEEKLY T IME CARD ° L ^ ^ e / t ^ c ^ / V i F > 0 / ' ^ 
I E H P L O Y E W H A H E x > 7 ^ , , 4K409 ©2001 REDFOftM*031501 
I JOBNAMPODklrt ^ I : Cl—LJ JOBMAMEORNO. 
J/- #3 Z^V 
2f * 4% /0>~ 
S>/ - 03 >6</ l 
S>f '0^.3*^ 
J / -t)/ J o L 
*>/' *£ ozo 





KIND OF WORK OOHE 
N 3 
WEEK ENDING: 
•.uTTTTs '• ' 
D A T E : 
S HRS. RATE AHOUKT 
£1 Z'lP QUJ TOtZrth 
(Tg/>t//l/..7 C ^ . 
. ^ / _^  
+ / < • • - + « ^ ^ 
OAJ&PAID. ~ J7/7 j-CHECK-fc 
pp&MltJ* - f / L w f ^ y ? 
//«Wtt ft-Aii -/ /cd Co 
OSEORM® 031501 
WEEKLV T IME C A R D 4K409 ©2001 RBDtFORfl® 031501 
EMPLOYEE'S N A M E 
Q.W JUL L £ . 
WEEK E N D I H C : 
\/;-/9-o; 
JOB NAME OR HO KIND OF WORK DONE W F S HRS, RATI AMOUNT 
c?'^ fX-SfS 
^ '0?>,l/t (fZ> 
Z/'tf^JOJ 
>' **/. ??*> 
Jt'03~?tJr 
Jr(^ OS J*f 
> - * / »& 
- \ w s U U O o o ^ 
/y)£?7>*«,'»x2. £^U 
*4>^ CSnoi \< c^^ o >> 
•-% 
9f f fcn<.~0>-_ \ Opftj < Vr~3C-tl< //|llill\ , | ll,t. fcmUL .,~ 5 ^ 
T- i&r 














* « • 
<U 







PS .i t 
A»* ffyy 6Lc/^»4\ 
WfTMMOUD I S.D.L. F .K 
5~7£ 
MEDICARE STATE W.M. TOTAL EARNINGS 
TOTAL DEOUCTtONS 
OATE PAIO: CHECK NO. 
O 
COM 0059 
WEEKLY TIME C A R D C1998 RSaFORMa 4K409 
»LQYEE'S HAKiE
 t H O . 
?*77 
WEEK E N D I N G : 
JOB NAME OR NO. KIND OF WORK DONE 
DATE: 
HRS. RATE AMOUNT 
\^/^AV^ I 
r> /^ ^if-//> 
i 
I APPROVED BY: 
I DATE PAID: 
D ^c^^t/t-sra^x 
a Be 
Q TOTAL RECULAA TIME 
I B TOTAL OVERTIME 
W I T H H O L D 
„ - ^ 
SJ>X 





























J hi \r\ 
^«J 
nrwx AA/TA 
WEEKLY TIME CARD 4K409©2001 REPCFORttg031501 
[EMPLOYEE'S N A M £ H O . r WEEK E N D I N G : 
// 23 -<v 
DATE: | 
I JOB NAME OR NO. KIND OF WORK DONE S M T W T F S HRS RATE AMOUNT | 
> / 0? /oo 
} / OS */& 
| J( 0/ S~60 
*(- 0S **>-
P / oi A>> 
J «?/- 03. *t>*J 













Fetfc.y UJ or/c*^j rUz^r 




P/tf/r &t< if J\Jr>t./<* — ^ 
TOTAL REGULAR TIME 
TOTAL OVERTIME 
1 OATE'PAIO 






























STATE W M 



















WEEKLY T I M E C A R D 4K409 ©2001 RHXFCftMs- 0315Q1 
[EMPLOYEE'S H A M E j N O . 1 WEEK E N D I N G : j DATE: ~~ 



















i Jon r A A rwvw-t* 5^  
.Sv\£>cO " i d o w s A W I 
Y r . *«.£> t^ '^>/>J5T C r A o ^ A 
o^ .^w ^ - \ r ~ ^ 
*tlKv^)^l^ci O r v r ^ 
CAfO<^>> ( ^ Vs\A^ 
*—/ 
TOTAL REGULAR TIME 
TOTAL OYERTI ME 
vjqm 
JOATEPAIO: 






















STATE W.H. I 
"*""• &,.<&_ 1 
t1 i 7 • 
1 
S 










W E E K L Y T I M E C A R O 
E M P L O Y E E ' S N A M E 
l/fSUc/l /7f/Q d.&S//&{4K409 e2001 ^JEOW®031501 




Jf~ £>S. t>d 
KIND OF WORK DONE 
}tos/e. tot MkLtaztt-
a)'rife/ froFerfh*/ 
S M T W T F S HRS. RATH AMOUNT 
G-eu cJe<?h/ of 















W E E K L Y T I M E C A R P ^ > ^ / J l/jjtv&rsf+q 4K409C2ooi!g!FgBi«o3isoi 
[EMPLOYEE^ NAME ~/i 7 7 ~~Q 
| JOBHAME/iRNO. KIND OF WORK DONE 
PJ-0% JO* \l 








;•!«,(( /re**-'""*) *L**s C#4tU  ft 
-fcl. ^-n-iAj 
I^UU vLyX*. PpoA 
~&. -•«*' I'f 
\g/c -jhr, y ebf rf/Af'S 
/ / » , , « / / / > • 





WEEKLY T I M E C A R D 4K409 ©2001 REPCFORM® 031501 
E M P L O Y E E S N A M E 
Krty L 0 & 
WEEK E N D I N G ; 
/ - II- OS 
DATE: 
J- 9-oQ 
JOB NAME OR* KIND OF WORK DONE W S HRS. RATE AMOUNT 
J/- OS <f&° 
J/ «>S ft** 
2f'Q$*/0jL 
,?/ ~Q %>/£>* 
J/'*/ >?* 
J/ - 0/ • * / / 
* 2 / " 0^CSZ> 
DATE PAID: 
1nA^\\ Across LM &<i 
T M A U K <J-H£i<J<iD f,c<~,4L 
J 
•TW* Q ^ a •& 
:t^Wl< f W Y<Mn,jg.S 
P.\^<2-A >w b\A. 
CJA^rka^ \^^)T^4 _v<2 





































WEEKLY T I M E C A R D 4K409 ©2001 RSaFORMa 031501 
[ E M P L O Y E E ' S N A M E 
| JOBNAMVORNO. 
^/-4/>2rd 
I 2/'0?-/0> I 
?/~ 6L./ to 







' • ' / 
r^w. 
1 DATE PAID: 
| H O . 1 ' 
1 1 J 
WEEK E N D I N C : | D A T E : " \ 
\hM-GD 1 











C-^WV^X \ X ^ A ^ 
-£u_-J<J/*l>. (Vw- l 
V>*J*VSAJL.4 D < - A \ < ? C J O ) W 
riV-sLAK v^^o i niA^^jC.4 
(L<=>XAP*^\ n ^ ^ - o p 
0 




















































" " " ^ j 
o_ ;r 
N 1 





WEEKLY T I M E C A R D ©1998 RED!FORM® 4K409 
[ E M P L p ^ F S NAME A I WEEK EHDmC: 
101 NAME OR NO. KIND OF WORK DONE 
j>/'p/ */<* D 5o-/?-h,i„4(\^ 




~~ R 6 
ffl TOTAL REGULAR TIME 
A TOTAL OVERTIME 
APPROVED BY: 
DATE PAID: 
WITHHOLD S D 1. 
5 M T W T F 
F.t .CA. 




1 MEDICARE I STATE WH | J 
*2^%/______ 













WEEKLY T I M E C A R D 4K409 ©2001 REOFORm 031501 
WEEKLY TIME CARD 
pnfo-PpJEifof= M 
VJ^^O 4K409 ©2001 RBOFORMg) 031501 
EMPLOYEE 'S H A M E WEEK E N D I H C : \x - 5e - eg. 




P/n f tA^ P I frrtd OP-
(—Ort-sv-c^ flo^ W.u ,- .Sx g.g.4 »V *• 
IP* 















WITHHOLD MEDICARE STATE W.M. 
\wj^h^l^ TOTAL D EDUCTIONS DATE PAID: CHECK N O . NET PAY 
WEEKLY TIME CARD \f]Q 'ML 
K T K D O F W O R K O O A E 
4K409 ©2001 RBDtFORMs 031501 
W E E K L Y T I M E C A R D 4K409 ©2001 RHarORffo 031501 
E M P L O Y E E S N A M E 
JOB NAME OftTNO. 
WEEK E N D I N G : 
KIND OF WORK DONE 
13-ff-og IP-^-aQ DATE: 
p/'-o/. ?dt 







Ph<si<J/ f W C^rg. 
CMP?]*?} U**Wt% 
Q-4-KJ^ C.V ^ -6v^v- O 
^^^caVrpo ^ ^ f p t w 
a* ^ V . ft j > A ^ W ^ : * , U 
TOTAL RECULAR TIME 
TOTAL OVERTIME 
WITHHOLD 




























K* L± E 
TOTAL EARHIKCS / 
TOTAL DEDUCTIONS 
NET PAY 
V / E E K L Y T I M E C A R D ©1998 REDFORm 4K40<: 
EMf>, 
WEEKLY T I M E C A R D VftUd/ fl/1S dCrt/&F™* @2001 gBtEOg"® 031501 
IECK HOrt / 
WEEKLY T I M E C A R D 
EMPLOYEE 'S N A M E 
\//\(J/?/ fff/ {[&(//£/ 4K409 ©2001 j^ jFOfgl® 031501 
Win tf, Lfe_ 
N O . 
OIL 
W E E K E N D I N G : D A T E : 
JOBHAMEORHO. KIHD OF WORK DOME 
S S HRS. tUTi AHOUHT ^ / - t f f . / o ^ 
>/-<?/<yj» 
> / ^ 5 . ^ r t 
J>l - SA7oD 
p / - ar. 7DO 
p/'O/. Sao 
?•/"*' •»v 
?/' / / • ?ol 
\£M/<?/or Ha/*/a?/ 








(tni/<°r?/J& P/orf cirdbopd 
































WEEKLY T IME C A R D KjcBr %v 
^ ^ f ^ ^ f ^ M a 031501 
DATE: 
WEEKLY T I M E C A R D 4K409 ©2001 RHDIFORMs 031501 
WEEKLY T I M E C A R D ( l i f j ) CK ( /A/\ Vf r / 1 i V 4K409©zooij^iEggj® 031501 
• L O M E ' S N A H E " ^ 7 / - | N O . I WEEK E N D I N G : 
77^-]OJZO $>crlo Gent?. I P3.-&E- Q2. 




jl^C 5. i/a 
mitlfltrhjltt 
Yj <Sh /,N 
/&v^J C/>fio. ^P 
KV/V I f / / ^ w 
/ ^ O S ^ >^~v gf r^ ' f _ _ 
 F S HRS. RATE AMOUHT 
TOTAL REGULAR TIME 
TOTAL OVERTIME 
A P P R O V E D BY: 
DATE P A I D : 
.J*£<4. 
W E E K L Y T I M E C A R D 4K409 ©2001RB3F0RM*. 031501 
K L Y T I H E C A R D \f^&pS^\-\^ (Jku\J 
• E E - S M A M - J j /) A F ^ .WEEK EM, 
W E E 
E M P L O Y E E ' S M A M * 
JOB NAME OR NO. 
\\ten A jg^^p [A , 
J/-&/-S00 
P / 'O S. oSO 
KIND OF WORK DONE 
WEEK E N O I N C : 
I /Wtn . ^ T l A , , ^ ^ ^y^CI 
po l l en 41% 
WEEKLY TIME CARD 
NO. I 
©2001 REDtFORM * 4K409 
WEEK ENDING: DATE: | 
[OB NAMr OF NO. K I N D OF WORK DONE S M T W T F S HRS. RATE AMOUNT | 
I ^>/- c>/ */&> J 










f ^ ^ ^ t V S / b * ^ 
CL>X /<4«c-, /4»^<L J&Jj^e^c> 
I ' 2 
TOTAL REGULAR TIME 
TOTAL OVERTIME 
J \!TV«->V|lJ li> 
j H \ l l V\\\\ 
WUHHOIO S O I 
3 
F.I.C.A. 






CHECK N O ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ 
ffl S 
IOTAI lAKNISC.s 
i o r * i o i OIK in INN 






WEEKLY TIME CARD 
f£MPLOYEE$.NAME 1£Jl-£&h/7~er 
«2001!SE22i,4K409 
WEEKLY TIME CARD ^,\g^/ tffft fittf'fef .0200110^.4^09 
WEEKLY TIME CARD /v&Se-J' ^Sjrrf^? UMlViE^S'Ty ©2OOIREOFORM*4K409 
O20
°1RSFgBfJ«4K409 
WEEKLY TIME CARD ©2001 RECXFORMs 4K409 
WEEKLY TIME CARD ©2001 raOFQRM® 4K409 
vxxnmm&AKm 
WEEKLY TIME CARD ©2001 REDIFORM& 4K409 
EMPLOYEE'S NAME' 
MtOPf 
WEEK ENDING: DATE: 
JOBNA t NO. KIND OF WORK DONE M W 
* £ / - # / £LOC 
c?/'OC /*</ 
>/-*£ frt 





pks>M)*<L \>vn< f k < W ^ 
C ^ e c k o ^ JScfaVU 
f ^ ^ \ ^ V l g A £>*H Ic ] 
J.yi«^ WAUA Gf^W'i^.(f?^i/N 




"WAAV fr.U CcW*. 
K ^ . 


















O 4 J ^ 
Mf DiCARf STAT£ \ \ H TOTAl EARNINGS 
TOUl DEDVX TIONS 
CHECK N O 
J L ^ _ 
WEEKLY TIME CARD ©2001RB3FOTJM© 4K409 
_ _ _ _ _ * / / I NO. n WEEK ENDING. 1 DATE: * 
i 
I JOB'NAME OF NO. KIND OF WORK DONE S M T W T F S HRS. RATE AMOUNT j 
I £/pfr-<fo> 











6 0 ^ i lLvJ^3*s^&> 
) c^L^v o AT^/VW-^ 
/ 
TOTAL REGULAR TIME 
TOTAL OVERTIME 
I APPROVED BY-








fl> ; o / O 
I MEDICARE 
/o 
STATE W H . 1 
c
















WEEKLY TIME CARD / | / f ^ v \J^\ V r ^ f / y -
I EMPLOYEES NAME Z-n / ~ \ ( N O . 1 wcin 
©2001REDIFORM® 4K409 
JOB NAME OF NO. 
AYrtifhon r(oio (onxC>._ 
KIND OF WORK DONE 
WEEK ENDING: OATE: 
03- Z<?- M 
^/-oC. /o° 
Jt/-PC- /»< 
£/ ~ P/.£T£>d 
<2l ' 0?.?4O 
2>L<> $•*{&> 
V/rrLff A m 
I 1 ' * 1 ' * \ Tfc. I *»- \ ^ « I 




6 lr> t/o OnMcf X 
£ Jif-i %/&T"f&**fi%~A 
|AA/ </-•< / .•/. TOTAIOVE,!TIME 
WEEKLY TIME CARD ^ / g ^ ( A ^ V e ^ , ^ ©2001 RJEDtFORM-g, 4K409 
WEEKLY TIME CARD 
fl 
EMPLOYEE I'SNAME 
JOB NAME O f N O . 
©2001 REDIFORMP 4K409 




3-0 9-o£ I>:x?.<vv2_ 
HRS. RATE AMOUNT 
DATE. 
W 
CJ&5 ^ f e T > 
n 
WEEKLY TIME CARD 
| NO. j WEEK ENOTN 
© 2 0 0 1 REDtFORM * 4K409 
EMPLOYEE; jHllHwJrt (f0*>du. i W T JOB NAME OFAO. KIND OF WORK DONE M 
ro^re-i £t A/'6C /00 
^I'obioc 






rcw re-t too I* 
Leool extort J J[c QY* 
(triuudd docs }*-£ 
~n A i ~ 17—r~n~ 
Yrr?fl\ GMhM\C(! , 












* " *pjfr 
2.A 
l+S 
WEEKLY TIME CARD l l ) S 0 
EMPLOYEE S NAME 
JOB NAME OF NO. 
£/ -P{ /O 0 
« ? / • 0t/OO 




I DATE • . 
F
 - - .
H R S R A T £
 AMOUNT! 
WEEKLY TIME CARD & , U £,, j. ©2001 I N F O R M * 4K409 
WEEKLY TIME CARD 
^firz-laizn fo'h 
T~*— *-> y^\ j NO | WEEKEND^ 
©2001 R£DiFORM<s, 4K409 
rOMCZ 
EK DING DATE 
OH-OT-OI 
JOB NAME OF NO KIND OF WORK DONE M W HRS RATE AMOUNT . 
Jt/-&5-y<'0 * 
?/ - 62 ?c*/ 
2-f Of S~oo 
J' 0/.£7)C> 
£> / -c>3 >GL/ 
£•/ -OS ¥«*> 
2i' 0$ ¥*° 
^>/-OC /Ofi 
kC/c(^ n Afkb^ 
\AK Lj/ s».Cfu / CftK/Jfir 
14 AP jtte. Qe«\. Vol M,.hv;h§. 
T^^rnf, ,Qif* "Mfc 
% 
/n f ^ // Pff>* iM06L f\60f 
TOTAL REGULAR TIME 
TOTAL OVERTIME 
Ui 
























WEEKLY TIME CARD 
'*v/-^??C ©2001REDIPORMg 4K409 
WEEKLY TIME CARD ©2001 KEPlFORMs 4K409 
WEEKLY TIME CARD 
EMPLOYEE'S NAME 
©2001 KEPtFORm- 4K409 
JOS NAME OF NO. 
pOQp t?x>\ty)f* M. WEEK ENDING: OH-OS- &P- OATE: 




2' -**> >#? 
*>"o/-S~Oo 
<?' ~vg. >&V 
1 * #5. */o* 
Msflu n£-mt ng\frc*ora 
'imiPcKXT fb&fiA 
mmutu fea W-^rt t-
KL< r\rsy Uftg/ 
&gA/v>UP ^>TSiisr gjicnJf6. fe&l^ 
p«Wfo f5rf*f i^ l i f 
MfASOpAj/k Loftgl 

















CHECK N O . 
roiAi. i>ii>urriONS 
WEEKLY TIME CARD ©2001RECXFORM * 4K409 
EMPLOYEE'S NAME 
~&„hL k„t 
NO. WEEK END1NC:} 
1-2?\-c^ 
JOB NAME OF NO. KIND OF WORK DONE M W HRS. RATE AMOUNT 
<?/^£>/- £00 
J-/'0 9- >0 0 
P-A £>/• £&0 
>/-£>/. £00 
Zf'VS-Hob <f 
Cl^A fakL 4 cj- Sr^^^/j 
PJAUCJ y^A yVX^^/ <>A^*"£ 
JjA J Su^jtA 
/ZAfrafo £erc** 









WEEKLY TIME CARD ©2001 REDlFOttfl-s 4K409 
rFMPLOYEC'SNAME 
j JOB NAME OF NO. 
<?!-#£-fa 
J*-f-0£.$6* 









sJO. j WEEK ENDING: DATE: . | 












I I j 
| j/dfid Cp&rtk*^- k / r f k *u^Uu^ 
t - / 
V&M hv £L*-*y*t~~ 
Uof? 5&.y full <A*f &**«~/T 
& /•&< (& th. * 
/ 
cW. ,^ yk<J. 
s.f, *._/ r/> -f AC.U b^ 
1 
TOTAL REGULAR TIME 
TOTAL OVERTIME 




















































84/25/2882 12:50 881626857224 WSUARTSCOMTROLINC PAGE q i 
WEEKLY TIME CARD X/fc n fi I fl/ff /* f dl £</* WXA^SB^^AK 
[EMPtom^AME — Yi^urii—rjf<*{ko i-HUiteLo, nan /??/1 V-/7-ZttZ< 
KIND OF WORK I>ONF M W S HRS RATfc AMOUN 




ffetti TZtM&J suf/b/Ti 
















WITMMC/IO > I I I j i LCA. J MfcD»CA*r { $ t*r t«w 
CHtCK 
^ fv * — 
WIAJ tAJtMfetfC 
IQlALtHOUCUQHi, 
M * t»A\ 
/I I L. 





JOB NAME OF NO. KIND OF WORK DONE 
^ / ^ / * 1>&> 
J /-O > >^< 






n *LX2± k^ 2-r<~ of^jhoo 
e\\£LC\c4L± . W ^ A d 
4* 6&VC
 t ^ o \ Q>*cx <?\& 
•X-.fr:.-^, WW ^ X ^ i ( ^ d ^ f ^ 
£-*kL ^
 
j £ t^^N *A\ V^ ^CVK<A <^  A OSAJK^V 
-<Av^ 0 " *.*, Sr<£(*l£^ 
|^Wvwv\<?.,s<r% 1 A y <*?•*" 
^ 
CJL^ QO\ C^ U ^ W \ S CJIW 
to' — —• -- - V 
0ATt>AI0 
INVOICE 
Bolt & Nut Supply Go. 
FASTENER SPECIALISTS 
2212 S. WEST TEMPLE 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84115 
TELEPHONE (801) 486-0088 
FAX (801)467-0781 
1930 WALL AVENUE 
OGDEN. UTAH 84401 
TELEPHONE (801) 621 -2002 
FAX (801)621-1734 
6987 SOUTH 300 WEST 
M1DVALE, UTAH S4047 
TELEPHONE (801) 566-7733 
FAX (801) 566-7767 
IEMITTO: 
193© WALL AVE. OGDEN CUSTOMER P.O. WEBER STATE PAGE OF 
NVOICETO: 
• CQMTRO. 
r o m t r o l 
"
J
. O. Box 428 
l i d v a l e , Ut 8404: 
SHIP TO: 
SAME RECEIVED 
M 2 0 2001 
1C0MTR0UNQ 
INVOICE 
DATE 0 £ \ / 1 5 / 2 3 0 1 
INVOICE 
N0





>TY.ORD. DESCRIPTION QTY. SHIP UNIT PRICE AMOUNT 
200 :£ 
200 
200 l i 
3 / 8
 %X:Sl;iGRApE>5v,:USA . v , - J l g f e f v « § 




, 1 1 . 5 3 
"*' 3 . 2© 
^mvtx 
* f * = - Vofr V 7 * / : / - / i / 
^;>;.fr:V^23.®G 
6. 4t? 
j ^ j s j e ^ 
PLEASE PAY BY THIS INVOICE- NO STATEMENT WILL BE SENT. SUB TOTAL 3 4 . At, 
LESS SPECIFICALLY STATED IN WRITING HEREIN, SELLER MAKES NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY AS TO THE 
ALITY. MERCHANTABILITY, OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OFTHE GOODS SOLD. AND ALL SUCH WAR RAN-
3 ARE DISCLAIMED, ANY ORAL STATEMENTS MADE BY SELLER ARE MERELY SELLER'S OPINION OR COMMENDATION 
THE GOODS AND DO NOT CONSTITUTE A WARRANTY. 
J VERY AND ACCEPTANCE OF THE ITEMS DESCRIBED ON THIS INVOICE HAS BEEN WFTH THE AGREEMENT THAT THE 
LIGATION REPRESENTED BY THIS INVOICE IS DUE AND PAYABLE AT THE OFFICE OFTHE COMPANY SHOWN ABOVE WITHIN 30 
YS FROM THE DATE HEREOF. IF COLLECTION IS MADE BY SUIT OR OTHERWISE I AGREE TO PAY THE MAXIMUM LEGAL RATE 
INTEREST AND COLLECTION COSTS INCLUDING A REASONABLE ATTORNEYS FEE UNTIL PAID AND HEREBY WAIVE ALL 
IHTS TO CLAIM EXEMPTION UNDER THE STATE LAWS. A L L A M O U N T S DUE 30 DAYS FROM INVOICE DATE. 
SALES TAX 
FREIGHT 
PAY THIS AMOUNT 
tf. e v 
37- 13 
SCEIVED BY: TAX NO. 
r~\ 2,3-1 TERMS: NET 30 DAYS 
o CUSTOMER DUPLICATE 
UNITED STATES WELDING, INC. 
600 SOUTH SANTA FE OH»VE • DENVER COLORADO 80223 • PHONE (303) 777 6671 
the wctters VX**t hcxxe 
PLEASE REMIT PAYMENT TO 
UNITED STATES WELDING, INC. 
PO BOX 663680 
INDIANAPOLIS IN 46266 
COMTROL 
P.O.BOX 428 
MIDVALE UT 84047 
H & C B ^ " 
COMTROL 
P.O.BOX 428 
MIDVALE UT 84047 
DATE 
1 /08 /02 
ACCOUNT NO 
18780 
CUSTOMER ORDER NO 
WEBER STATE 
TERMS 











IND 02 " \YMfr 
117A HEADGEAR 












REMITTANCE ^ADD SS: PO BOXj 6 J3680 INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46266 
A SERVICE CHARGE OF 1?.% PER MONTH 
WHICH IS AN ANNUAL RATE OF 21% WILL 
BE ADDED ON ALL ACCOUNTS NOT PAID 
WITHIN TERMS 
TAX CODE - J SUB TOTAL 









UNITED STATES W E L D I N G , INC. 
600 SOUTH SAhflA Ft DRIVE • DENVER, COLORADO 80223 • PHONE (303) 777-6671 
PLEASE REMIT PAYMENT TO 
UNITED STATES WELDING, INC. 
PO BOX 663680 




MIDVALE UT 84047 
RECEIVED 








1 / 0 9 / 0 2 
ACCOUNT NO 
18780 
CUSTOMER OROER NO. 
WEBER STATE 
TERMS 










ICYLK IND 02 ^\\\^y° 
1EA CYL REPAIR-PAINTED 1ST COLOR 
1PKQ3M DUST/MIST RESPIRATOR 
EA HAZARDOUS MATERIALS CHARGE 
SIGNED BY: 






* * * * * * * * * * * * * 
1680 INDIANAPOLIS, IN 4 6 2 6 6 
UNIT PRICE 
2 9 . 2 0 0 
1 7 . 1 0 0 
1 6 . 7 1 0 
7 . 5 0 0 
60 
AK 
A SERVICE CHARGE OF 1 % % PER MONTH 
WHICH IS AN ANNUAL RATE OF 2 1 % WILL 
BE ADDED ON ALL ACCOUNTS NOT PAID 
WITHIN TERMS 
TAX CODE- SUB TOTAL 




MEE, BY THE ACCEPTANCE AND USE OF GOODS SPECIFIED, AGREES TO THE CONDITIONS STATED ON THE REVERSE SIDE 
HtUEIVED 




IW REMITTANCE ADDRESS: P0 BOX 663680 INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46266 SIGNED BY: ROY 
7a. 51 IS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE-NAMED MATERIALS ARE PROPERLY CLASSIFIED. DESCRIBED 
:KAGED MARKED AND LABELED. AND ARE IN PROPER CONDITION FOR TRANSPORTATION ACCORDING 
^PUCABLE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
K"DN6 Dves 0 ° 
SELLER 
TE VERFY COUNT OF ALL CYUNDERS. REPORT ANY DIFFERENCES IMMEDIATELY RETURN EMPTY 






UNITED STATES WELDING. INC. 
600 SOUTH SANTA FE DRIVE • DENVER COLORADO 80223 • PHONE (303) 777-6671 
the *ekfer's suppfy house 
RECeKPEDJG/DELIVERY TICKE 
For Chemical Emergenpv: 
FEB 2 8 ^651-Leak-Fire or Exposure 
CallCHEMTREC 





CUSTOMER P.O. NO. 
WEBERSTftTE 
REQUISITION OR RELEASE NUMBER 
• L U I ' I 1 P.L»L_ 
P.O.BOX 4£S 
MIDl'ftLE, UT 84U47 
L U r j l U r l i l i \ HMUWu 









SALESMAN: 505 TERRITORY: 701 
SHIPPED VIA 
iPKlTE- 2 / W / 0 2 
TERMS 
NET 50 Dh-Yb 
SPECIAL SHIPPING DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS 
>RUDUCT E'ESCRIPTION 
I 'GEN, COMPRESSED 
IWD 0£> 
CVLi I C Y L 
3HPI VOLUME .IRi lT 





• I 1 . \}. 
iHAZARD CLftlolNUtfBE.fi 
I 2 - £ ISJN?37.: 
I I % 
I i ! 
1 ! 
I i ! 
I'lJAiH ITy ! QUANTITY! i \ 1 
JRDERED { SHIPPED IU/M I PART NUMBER ! PROOLO DESCRIPTION i 
i . U # « l . fc f t iEA 1CVLCAP iCYLINDER CAP i 
i i I i ! 
i.kV?> ! 1.0$ I Eft IHAiMAT iHAZARDOUS MATERIALS CHARGE i 
1 _ I " 5 — I I 
I t f f ' ICf iTES GASES QR-TfEMS SUBJECT TO HAZAPDOUS MATERIALS FEE 
UNIT EXTE 
PRICE. •-• 
£9. £0© „ £ 
UNIT EXTfKL:-! 
PRICE PRIC: 
8. ©00 ;^ vj: 
7 .500 7.-•• 
* — * - * - * — • * • - * - - • 
* END OF ORCO 
* PAGE 1 Of 
i3<- / ' 
COM 0086 
f:r.f!i:"iAN;:r. ADDI-ESST BuX frb2i-60 J4U01f«rEPULIS. IK* 46£fe6 SIGNED BY: CPU 
» IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE-NAMEO MATERIALS ARE PROPERLY CLASSIFIED. DESCRIBEO. 
CAGED. MARKED AND LABELED. AND ARE IN PROPER CONDITION FOR TRANSPORTATION. ACCOROING 
APPLICABLE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION. 
PLACARDING r - i
 Y E $ f — | N Q 
RFOU1RFD I 1 Y t b l_ l N U 
INVOICE SUB-TOTAL 
b , - J ^ U O ^ 
H-i . . . 
cl. 
SELLER 
E: VERIFY COUNT OF ALL CYLINOERS. REPORT ANY DIFFERENCES IMMEDIATELY. RETURN EMPTY 
INDERS AND CAPS PROMPTLY. CUSTOMER WILL BE CHARGED FOR LOST CYLINDERS AND CAPS. TOTAL INVOICE 
MING: I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I HAVE BEEN INSTRUCTED THAT IT IS HIGHLY OANGEROUS 
YELL AS ILLEGAL TO TRANSPORT FLAMMABLE GASES IN A CLOSED VEHICLE OR ANY 
naoTtJiCMT Ti_icrcic<-\«.t • UM/C AI e n D r r m i c n TUC oonocnucnc cr\ctt* CMT RY I PH I Ffl t neri ncocn ow 
ifl.Ui 
ITED STATES WELDING, INC. 
SOUTH SANTA FE DRIVE • DENVER. COLORADO 80223 • PHONE (303) 777-6671 
*«e 9*ctocr'i U*x*t house 
1TR0L 
3. BOX 428 
5VALE UT 84047 
RECEIVED 
FEB 2 6 2002 
COMTROUNCI 
PLEASE REMIT PAYMENT TO 
UNITED STATES WELDING, INC 
PO BOX 663680 




MIDVALE UT 84047 
DATE 







MITTANCE ADDRESS: PO BOX 








1.40<i:CFl}iEDIUM IND ACETYLENE 
SOLD BY 100 CUBIC FEET 
1PR JIL PATCH PLAM WINTER GLOVE 
E 




6 8 0 INDIANAPOLIS, IN 4 6 2 6 6 
UNfT PRICE 
2 9 . 1 5 0 
2 . 5 0 0 
7 . 5 0 0 
PREPTBRI 
I 
4S0. r 14JOE 
AMOUNT 
4 0 . 8 1 
2 . 5 0 
7 . 5 0 
A SERVICE CHARGE OF 1 % % PER MONTH 
WHICH IS AN ANNUAL RATE OF 2 1 % WILL 
BE ADDED ON ALL ACCOUNTS NOT PAID 
WITHIN TERMS. 
TAX CODE- SUB TOTAL 




E ACCEPTANCE AND USE OF GOODS SPECIFIED. AGREES TO THE CONDITIONS STATED ON THE REVERSE SIDE. 
5 0 . 8 1 
3 . 3 0 
5 4 . 1 1 
ORIGINAI 
COM 0087 
. ¥ „ * _ , . . , . * - 4 - * - - * - y - * - - . - * - * - • * - * - * - • • « - * - • » — * - * - * - * - * - * - * ; 
MJTTfiNCE PPDRCSy: K i tUTX &fe36fc8 INDi ANAfUi- lb- IN -it-c^o 
-i CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE-NAMED MATERIALS ARE PROPERLY CLASSIFIED DESCRIBED. ~ 
? M A R K E D A N O LABELED AND ARE IN PROPER CONDITION FOR TRANSPORTATION. ACCORDING 




 g r ^ c TU,AT . M A V P RPFNi tNSTRUCTEO THAT IT IS HIGHLY (DANGEROUS | 
SIGNED BY: ROY 
Q YES Q NO 
INVOICE SUB-TOTAL-, . 
TOTAL INVOICE 
56- t r i ~ 
— S * - ^ 
54. l i 
IITED STATES WELDING, INC. 
XTTH SAKIA n DRIVE • DENVER COLORADO 80223 • PHONE (303J 777-6671 
PLEASE REMIT PAYMENT TO 
UNITED STATES WELDING, INC. 
PO BOX 663680 




DVALE UT 84047 















1 8 7 8 0 
CUSTOMER ORDER NO 
WEBER STATE 
j TERMS 
NET 30 DAYS 





QUANTITY UNIT DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE AMOUNT 
1.32PCFMEDIUH IND ACETYLENE 
BOLD BY 100 CUBIC FEET 
lfeA WH 30 CHIPPING HAMMER -
lPKGpD30 REG TO HOSE CONN SET 










* * * * * r I 1 
GORDON 
» « » » 
J££ RfiftO TNDTANAPOLTS, TN 4fi?.fifi 
A SERVICE CHARGE OF 1 % % PER MONTH 
WHICH IS AN ANNUAL RATE OF 2 1 % WILL 
BE ADDED ON ALL ACCOUNTS NOT PAID 
WITHIN TERMS 
TAX C O D E - J SUB TOTAL 
M E A N S TAX E X E M P T 
88. ..58 




ACCEPTANCE AND USE OF GOODS SPECIFIED, AGREES TO THE CONDITIONS STATED ON THE REVERSE SIDE 
9 4 . 44 
OP'CJrtAl 
COM noRR 
1PRAXAIR \r+S. \*-r*z.^ 
P I C K J. N G 
3y: PRAXAIR DISTRIBUTION INC 
1884 SOUTH 30© WEST 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84115 
C8011 4P.7--5341 
•o: COMTROL .INC 
PO BOX 4£e 
MIDVflCE UT. 84!34,7-i34£a\ 
601-561-S263 
I C K L T 
WARNING: Transporting flammable gases and/or 
hazardous materials in an enclosed van. automobile or 
automobile trunk ts very dangerous because it can 
death. Read cylinder label warnings, material safety 
data sheet and/or safe practices booklet L-3499. 
C'.'.Bt # : 
Ov-d>?r ft : 
O r d e r D a t e 
Page : 
I £ 7 7 1 
7 1 6 5 8 4 - 0 0 
' ? 4 / l l / i a £ - ... 
001'....... OF "2)01 
MHID. IHC 
501-561-2263V 
. TER: .345 ;- ;• SHIP VIA: CtBT PICKUP •• -HONE-" •' •••: INITIALS: Mft 
SLS:. .34^. ; . - 07H ZttiE:^.: ' '•.. _.-.. "ilPSfjJ^ " . ' f V ifliffl TYPE:. DBS'' 
•BRH:-.3»^'4.-.C(lL/PPD : RGWftfei^v ' . : - . j £ £ - ..&*", j b c " ^ 4 4MP&-82.89:89H|. 
V . SEL*'f*.r*V. WHIE I - . jBBjKfo;** •:' f ::;' • ' ! ' : ' : " / : 'C f .-CRT '•: TNR35 • 
ffl -as 
—--BESCRIPTIOM•>. . . - . • U-- -.- - "= > ' . L » £ - ^ r T 7 l T W ^ 5 c . U ) C . QTY •• '.QTY-. B f l t t f > l f r . -^ /UNFT ••": :''EX7EHO 
. -f WZARD cusp- ;.';~^^"^'^?Jji^*f';: N M B ^ ; ^ ^ - OP^BKGRD "• ^ ~ ^ ? % fiWfWr:.?'l-fiMUNT^ 
Ordered by: SORDAN, Custoier Phone timber &W 0 ® - ^ 
Entered by Kitch Evans, 861 384-8144 (Salt Lake - 345) 
THIS W3S CALLED INTO COrfTSGL AND 0KE3 BY RALPH 3URKE.....KTE 
WIRE Kt£EL 4X828J5/8 KHDT BE. CS 
• ' • • - • - *A 
WS PART 8:2£29«. 
GRIM) UHEBL 7X1MX5/6-11 B24M 
S GSB3S98 





e issas- frf 11.48 
XFG PART iicMK 
ELECT!? HS 5810 5<*7> FlEP* 58* HS 
MF6 PART *:ED818285 
4 LINED81B285 345 5& 8 4R82&B 56.3 .578 6.58 
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL CHARGE 5 ZZZ HK J43 3 Z7ZZZZ 4.58 4.58 
Total Weiont: 58.8 
COM 0089 
certify that the above naied tatsrials are properly" '•» 
, described, packaged, larked and labeled, and are in. J | 
idition.for transportation according.to the applicable.' . . ' ^ 














Gorden H. Johansen 







Ordered By JLLL 
-J-^L^Lr 
.19. 
STARTING TIME FINISH TIME OFF FOR NOON TOTAL HRS. D 









/ / < / QJh. Is JSsf.i^/ SftfrJ; ^f^Tc^ 
JL MMS- JJ, • * & * 
3 oi^-m_ Tf/Z M •m, era 
4U- $& 3JL 
£%JL ls)sJe<. 
qj„f /JAP& 
>\'\fttm ^1rKA3\ ^/OTfOCO 
7)r\*).m& <^va 















Ordered By A U^»^— 
19. 
STARTING TIME FINISH TIME OFF FOR NOON TOTAL HRS 3 






,/ l6r/f>X •f^ic^L^\ 
/fafaa- b-(L<i 
/ If/op. fjL)_*Ar* . , Gf -T" | !? IL-<C^ 
U2/t &2=- uJ^Ah^.c l A O 
<=A+~ 
v<K^ TMM 
2\ V AM JDA 
<tyi^k^)bL^ AL Qd 
Si WmM 
flTfrflh ^ ,^0Q 
fl ' n f r f t f t ^ \lW.» r ^ j -TffifA 
Mil iw.fo 
Printing Co - Price. Utah 
SUB TOTAL ^4 
GORDEN'S 











STARTING TIME FINISH TIME OFF FOR NOON TOTAL HRS 
DESCRIPTION 
S-lzob^ {L),/>>,.. JA*A *J?,.. 
RATE PER HR AMOUNT 
/<£ <s*e7 
£/a f/o^ U^g, &L <d&-
t L ^ / P > {-AJJJX^ y^U^iS) • 
*/&?/& dMR 
% /M /* &2-
Q'#,*»*' 
/J&^B 0~<<- J*>/~ %y<&L £S)\ 
frd/Y^s .frh: ^ ^f/cAyZ* L-^w/pt* /*&*«*<£J* 
Pfrftff)-^-* -96 
f ^ w v ^ j f c , h}&£.) 
^ l - f t ^ a , a^5.?o ~fcb IHUJD 










WELDING SERVICE Gorden H. Johansen 








Ordered By &Ls SL A. 
3>"1Q ~X\OJUQ 
- 1 9 . 
STARTING TIME FINISH TIME OFF FOR NOON TOTAL HRS 
,-„ f/ J — 
3/^/o^-
f l ' 
31 /Q-JoT-


















n O M DOCK 


























3 / / ? / < 
By SlJUja.^ 
.19. 
STARTING TIME FINISH TIME OFF FOR NOON TOTAL HRS 
DESCRIPTION RATE PER HR. AMOUNT 
duU 2^ _ 
UMLL <yx_ 
[AMLTX. . . ddfeht £=£u2. 
/ L L \ 
°^-
1//*/ o %- LL Li Q-^-4 
ilnA 6 ^ t«- L ( MQ=L 
a//*/' o^ /**- Li u. 
^2 . /£.<*> gaol. oo\ 




t*h Printing Co. - Price. Uuh 















Date. 3/^yAa .19. 
Address 
Ordered By >OA^. A^o£*-
\^W 4th 
STARTING TIME FINISH TIME OFF FOR NOON TOTAL HRS. 
DESCRIPTION RATE PER HR. AMOUNT 
3 /2n A 7- Sjx 'X. 
O 7- ^ l / > 
n > P 
y 
3/&/oP- ¥ 
i/M os- ? i& 
±5L 
VOJ^. A ^ r 133. <Ki s. JD-±. Z3£ od 
3&& bo 
3& m 




*V 9 / m 
INVOICE 907651 
[SOLD TO S) 1 /) 
ADDRESS 
CITY. STATE, ZIP 
SKIP TO "~ j 
ADDRESS 
CITY, STATE, ZIP j 
CUSTOMER ORDER NO. |SOLO,B^ /7/) 1 TERMS jF.O.B. 
ORDERED SHIPPED ' DESCRIPTION 
-J- -f- u -A yf - •• i 
3lAi/flr IJJIVXA. Jk6> $i 
PRICE 
; 
<//i'/o± it)th..AJ, 2J^H?.*> 
I/'/J/WD. i)iAe, J&& #0.*.' 





















CITY, STATE. ZIP CITY, STATE, ZIP 
CUSTOMER ORDER NO. SOLD BJ TERMS F.O.B. DATE 
ORDERED SHIPPED DESCRIPTION PRICE UNIT AMOUNT 
h I'J^csM 3A W/ft** 
%/o?~ k)/Jkl\dfa£ tfJss 
kkkt Jte& ?4t ?LS&. 
M ^ / , 
klzA/. .dtfctl. ?,/<*>, 
/^J^frSs 4%*T/ <?£<&^.. 5iX §gj£ Lk2J 
SAdi**** 








Gorden H. Johansen 










 5 2002 
^ff l /cx. rdered By jLdLAr 
STARTING TIME FINISH TIME OFF FOR NOON TOTAL HRS. 
DESCRIPTION RATE PER HR. AMOUNT 
AjjkUz HAF6 QJSLJ>. l?axz 
A I l/r>z Uhki,,AMt ZJjk 
gj 81 ox. jA.hu. J^sk "IJLJ. 
1/ /i/m UJIQHA. J^Jt 1 '/tJ,,. 
JfnFB ~*J ~s&*-4~4 . 
3 lido &. lib!** *Mkb, yJL** 
A/&&4 IdLdL tJ3a oo\ 






_£& AM. L%bus ^ chh. 
$ $<\m -> i44,,K> 
fi/tfy^-i pm^'^e^Wftet) , ~- ^  =g^  \ 
Printing Co - Pncc. Utah 
SUB TOTAL m& &A 





7055™ zm &*l_ 





 T ,. - — '^ "^ M ^ ^--—:--' 




/ l Z « 
/ ' / ' ^ 
/ i £-t 
ii iidi <m m 
jRBBftJiUtoro,wa&^ 
DATE 
ihV .dr. . • • « • • » 
552UI 
iUnA ± 
, • * ' 
VTp^ n-
V*£4Q«M 




- j . , . -
i; 
-it-
ir ilN".""--%»qH|t-MJ«H- . - j C . — * * < < - / - , 4 ^ * « 0 ;*U* 
INVOICE 90765<i 
1 SOLD TO Si ^J /) 
ADORES^ ' 
CITY, STATE, ZIP 
CUSTOMER ORDER NO. 
ORDERED ! SHIPPED ! 
SOLD BY 
SHIP TO " ~ " j 
ADDRESS 
CITY, STATE, ZIP 
TERMS F.OB DATE | 
' ^ ~ DESCRIPTION 1 PRICE 1 UNIT ! 






I ' • 
/ ^ ' 
/ ' ' / i ! 
/ .! .._• 






n^5/oW^ '40/ ^ s 
IWX&IT: CQiMTftY STORES «f:C 
530 tf* 48QQ S* 
HURRAY, UT 84123 
STrAY FUEL SALE: 14.00 
Z& Saiions 6 >l,<il9/Gr4 













^6 .c ts 
: l?;G6 
THANK YGU FOR SBGPPIfcs awoCQ 
*W *^ 5300 Sovth 
THE tftlf AT STORE M401J 
I f *£ did a gre^f job 
LET US Km.... 
1-800-624-6440 
PQSTPAY FUEL SALE; 13%0o 
Puipwfc 8 8 Unleaded - SELf 




CASH • 20.00 
CHANGE; 7*00 
0079094 M/23 /02 20.-3l:54 
By: Iff ITraver; B 
TfttKK y(W FOR SHDPPHIS CO«QCo 
4*0 W. 5500 South 
THE CR» AT 5T&£ #44011 
I f *e did a great jtfc 
LET US « W , „ . 
1-800-624-6440 
POSPAY FUEL SALF? 10,0" 
Pwped! tf 2 Unleaded P i « - SELF 
21,2?3 Gallons e « . 4 0 V G o l 
Paid byt C4SH 
0083851? 05/01/02 07jfl7:(j^ 
%JU>&*1 ****** l**~4 £*^ £h*r .— ^ S , 
' J o f ^ 4 ^ P ^ e s **' ?SA/'rs for SS'. 
^jSl fLvr /i^. 
r{ck*\ CL&ut}£- tinges OA Q A~/er <=> ^J § 0 




UNITED STATES WELDING, INC. 
600 SOUTH SANTA FE DRIVE • OENVER. COLORADO 80223 • PHONE |303) / 7 7 - 0 6 7 I 
!/»• t t v U w ' l HJppty l*XM9 
~&\l rTUUb 
PLEASE REMIT PAYMENT TO 
UNITED STATES WELDING, INC. 
PO BOX 663680 
INDIANAPOLIS IN 46266 
COMTROL 
P.O.BOX 4 2 8 







P.O.BOX 4 2 8 
MIDVALE UT 8 4 0 4 7 
' INVOICE NO. 
6 4 B 2 1 1 0 
OATS 
3 / 0 8 / 0 2 
CUSTOMER ORDER NO. 
WEBER STATE 
ACCOUNT NO. 
1 8 7 8 0 
TERMS 

















(FLAP DISC 4 1 / 2 X 5 / 8 - 1 1 ZA80 T29J 
127 4 - 1 / 2 X 1 / 8 X 5 / 8 - 1 1 A30S GRIND! 
|USW ANTI-SPATTER GEL 16 OZ 
8 . 3 4 0 
2 . 5 5 0 
4 . 8 0 0 
8 3 . 40 
1 5 . 30 
4 . 80 
REIVED 
W 5 2002 
C0MT/)j}L/A/c 
* * * * * *\ 
NEW REMITTAiNCE 
SIGNED BY: 
# # # # * 
lADDRlESS: PO B0X| 66' 
[GORDON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * 
[3680 INDIANAPOLIS, IN 4 6 2 6 6 
A SERVICE CHARGE OF 1%% PER MONTH 
WHICH IS AN ANNUAL RATE OF 21% WILL 
BE ADDED ON ALL ACCOUNTS NOT PAID 
WITHIN TERMS. 
TAX CODE • SUB TOTAL 




1 0 3 . 5 0 
6 . 83 
1 1 0 . 3 3 




UNITED STATES WELDING, INC. 
600 SOUTH SANTA FE DRIVE • OENVER, COLORADO 60223 • PHONE (303) 777-6671 
It* Mvttor'f uppty houtt 
PLEASE REMIT PAYMENT TOL 
UNITED STATES WELDING, INC. 
PO BOX 663680 
INDIANAPOLIS IN 46266 
COMTROL 
P.O.BOX 428 






MIDVALE UT 84047 
' INVOICE NO. 
5 4 5 8 0 3 4 
BATS 
3 / 1 9 / 0 2 
ACCOUNT NO. 
1 8 7 8 0 
CUSTOMER 6RD£R hid: 
W E B E R S T A T E 
TERMS 






$ 5 4 505 
PART NUMBER CYLINDERS 
SHIP RET. 





NEW REMITT NCE ADD RE 
SIGNED BY{ 
SS: PO BO* 
27 4-1/2X1/8X7/8 
SPIRAL COOL NUT # 
A30S 
102 
GRIND 2. 540 
3. 980 
ROY 
6$3680 INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46266 
1 5 . 24 
3 . 98 
1 9 . 22 
i . 25 
TAX CODE-A SERVICE CHARGE OF 1%% PER MONTH' 
WHICH IS AN ANNUAL RATE OF 21% WILL *
 MPAW<5 TAY PYPMPT 
BE ADDED ON ALL ACCOUNTS NOT PAID MfcAINS I A * t A t l v i r I 
WITHIN TERMS. 
SUB TOTAL 
TAX V. 6 . 5 0 0 
PICKUP 
PLEASE PAY 
THIS AMOUNT 2 0 . 47 
THE VENDEE, BY THE ACCEPTANCE AND USE OF GOODS SPECIFIED, AGREES TO THE CONDITIONS STATED ON THE REVERSE SIDE. ORIGINAL 
•'V,G 
UNITED STATES WELDING, INC. 
PICKING/DELIVERY TICKET 
600 SOUTH SANTA FE DRIVE • DENVER COLORADO 80223 • PHONE (303) 777-6671 
the wefcfer's supply house 15^ 
Sf/v^O 
For Chemical Emergency 
Spill-Leak-Fire or Exposure 
Call CHEMTREC 





CUSTOMER P.O NO 
WEBER STfiTE 
] C0MTR0L CUSTOMER PHONE 
P.O.BOX 4£6 (801) 561-2263 







REQUISITION OR RELEASE NUMBER DELIVERY TICKET 
545833S 
* - * SAME * - * *CHflR6E* 
SALESMAN: 505 TERRITORY: 701 
SHIPPED VIA TERMS SPECIAL SHIPPING DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS 
TOMER PICKUP 
PDftTE: 4/04/fcc 
NET 30 DAYS 
RODUCT DESCRIPTION 
TYLENE. DISSOLVED 
DIUM IND ACETYLENE) 
LD BY 180 CUBIC FEET) 
'UANTITY I QUANTITY I 
IRDERED I SHIPPED IU/M I PART NUMBER 
1 .00 I 
I 







1I .D. iCYLl ICYLI 
HAZARD CLASS I NUMBER ISHPI VOLUME 1 RET I CODE 
£ .1 I UN 10011 i l 1.401 HMDftCE 
I % I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I ! 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
HARDGOODS 
I 
I PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
IWYPO STD IMPRINTED TIP CLEANER 
I 

















INDICATES GASES OR ITEMS SUBJECT TO HAZARDOUS MATERIALS FEE 
* END OF ORDER • 




REMITTANCE ADDRESS; PO BOX 663680 INDIflNPPOLIS, IN 46266 
IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE-NAMED MATERIALS ARE PROPERLY CLASSIFIED. DESCRIBED. 
AGED. MARKED. AND LABELED. AND ARE IN PROPER CONDITION FOR TRANSPORTATION. ACCORDING 
•^LICABLE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
SELLER 
PLACARDING 
REQUIRED • YES • N O 
SIGNED BY: 
4 VERIFY COUNT OF ALL CYLINDERS. REPORT ANY DIFFERENCES IMMEDIATELY RETURN EMPTY 
O E R S AND CAPS PROMPTLY CUSTOMER WILL BE CHARGED FOR LOST CYLINDERS AND CAPS 





04/06/2082 09:10 801626857224 WSUARTSCOMTROLINC PAGE 01 
[^;Ttf *N 5^  
r - i ^ ;
 5 A. b^^Uc'7* "^ ^ c o • / r 
<,£» l^-s-E. < * ^ g W t ' « * i O a . - « o ^ "Th'S/Z"-f*e~+*L 
RECEIVED A>/7 











PO BOX 428 
MIDVALEUT 84047 
TERMS 
Due on receipt 
DESCRIPTION AMOUNT 
ETHEL WATTIS KIMBALL PERFORMING ARTS 
REPAIRED DAMAGE TO WATERPROOFING MADE BY STEEL ERECTORS AND 








c % . 
% > , 
/ - f <N 
* % • 
We appreciate your prompt payment. Total $266.83 
14745 Heritagecrest Way • Bluffdale, Utah 84065 • Ph: 801-495-3939 • Fax: 801-495-3434 
